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CSU raises fees for fifth straight year
By Jennifer Iktita
Spartan Maly Stall Writer

In unanimously appi oving
the 1994-95 budget, the CSU
Board of Trustees is requesting $214 million more from
the state.
The increased funds would
be used to restore classes, fund
additional students and pay
salary increases for faculty, staff
and university presidents.
CSU’s total budget request

for 1994-95 is $2.4 billion, a
$338 million increase from
1993-94.
the
with
Packaged
increased state funds is a proposal to increase undergraduate and graduate fees. Revenues from the fees would pay
for the hiring of 700 new faculty members throughout the
CSU system.
"This is the first time fees
would be used for instruction-

al costs," said CSU Chancellor’s Office spokesperson
Colleen Bentley-Adler.
"At that point, fees become
tuition," she said.
Tuition is defined as the
price of, or payment for
instruction, while fees are a
fixed charge.
One-third of the fee hike
would go toward financial aid,
Bentley-Adler said.
Major components of the

1994-95 budget proposal
include:
$214 million for enrollment recovery, salary increases, benefits and bond payments;
$85 million for equipment, classroom and building
maintenance and faculty and
instructional support;
$721 million from the
proposed fee increase for
financial aid and enrollment.

Students prepare to pay more (agazn)
By Jennifer Ikuta
SPahan

Social Issues: Harassment

bal or physical conduct of a sexual nature directed at an
employee, student, or applicant.

When it’s more than attention
Clara Chien
sPailan Ukiah Stall Writer
Michael is an SJSU junior
who is expressively stunned by
a pamphlet printed by the
Department of Fair Employment and Housing that
includes suggestive conducts
both visually and verbally
in its definition of sexual
harassment.

Bs’

Counselor
heads to trial
Spartan Daily Stall Report

Former SJSU counselor
Teketel Mulugcta was in
municipal court on Monday
regarding his alleged mistreatment of one of his
patients while he was a counselor at SJSU.
Mulugeta is charged with
three counts of misdemeaiior
sexual battery.
He allegedly touched the
breast, buttocks and groin of
a female SJSU student. The
student had come to Mulugeta for counseling.
The counselor’s jury trial
will be held Dec. 13 in municipal court.
If convicted, Multigeta
could face up to six months
in jail and $2,000 in fines for
each of the three counts.

More specifically, the pamphlet interprets sexual harassment as unwanted sexual
advances, or visual, verbal or
physical conduct, including
touching and assault.
Michael refuses to have his
full name printed, but agrees
to provide readers with some
opinion about the complexities of dating and sexual

cent increase for graduate studei its
for the 1999-95 academic year. The
increase comes as a part of the
CSU’s 199495 budget request.
For SJSU students, that would
mean that undergraduates would
pay $1,035 per semester, compared
See PEES. page 6

More students
go out of state
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SJSU’s legal definition of sexual harassment includes such
behavior as advances, request for sexual favors, and other ver-

Stall Whirr

Higher fees for undergi actuates
and graduates could put educational plans on hold, sending some
SJSU students packing.
Last week the CSU Board of
Trustees unanimously approved a
24 percent fee increase for undergraduate students and a 30 per-

harassment.
"Then how’s a guy supposed to start a relationship
with someone?" he said.
"When I think of sexual
harassment in college, I think
of greedy old professors who
want to take advantage of their
young female students,"
Michael said.
"But when it comes to stu-

Bv jatie Montes
si;iinaa Ikidy Staff Writer
With the budget crisis hitting
hard in California, college students are leaving the state in
search of an accessible education.
Classes are becoming harder
to get because of state budget
cuts.
The budget is providing less
money for education, so less
classes, teachers, and facilities are
available. Fees that increase each
year also drive students out of
state.
The number of students from
California who are going to
school in neighboring states is rising.
Along the Northern California
border, 519 students from California attended Oregon State
University at Corvalis during the
last school year.
"It is estimated that over 700
graduate and undergraduate students from California are attending Oregon State this school
year," said Russell Dicks, registrar
at Oregon State.
SJSU graduate Jill Thomas is
one Californian who headed to
Corralis to continue her education. Thomas is at Oregon State
for the Women Studies program.
"The out-of-state fees are definitely more expensive hut I’m
able to get my classes more easily," Thomas said.
One Spit’ student does not

see leaving Caliloz ilia as a solution to acquiring classes.
"I wouldn’t relocate because I
would have to adapt to a new
state," said Rachel Pra.sad, hospitality management major. "I’d
have to get a new license and
leave my family."
Other California students are
choosing to go east of California.
The University of Nevada at Las
Vegas has seen a significant
increase in students over the past
year.
Last year, 422 Californian students went to UNLV. This year,
that number has increased to
802, said Diane Montel of the
Office of Institutional Analysis
and Planning.
"Students from California
have incr eased by 90 percent
here," she said,
Further south, at Arizona State
Univer sits’. California students
numbers are also on the rise.
According to an official from
the office of institutional analysis
at ASU, a total of 1,802 Californians went to that university last
year.
Thisyear, the number has
increased to 2,360.
Edd Burton, an associate dean
for educational planning, said
there is no estimate on how
mans students have actually left
Spit’ because the university does
not keep track of those who withdraw and transfer.

Parisian palicakes

dents sexually harassing otlur
students, I think of certain
people being picked on and
becombig a target just lie( inst
they’re easy-looking. Hien
again. the harassers may he
just plain c rude.
:Just last week, right on San
Carlos Snell alai in broad dav
See HARASSMENT page 6

Latinas organize to get ahead
By Carolina Moroder
iktik Salt Writer
Mexican-American women
are at the bottom of the paving
scale in the Silicon Vailey,
according to a new analysis of
1990 census data by the Pacific
Studies Center in Mountain
View.
Other Hispanic women are
rated just somewhat above
them. As a result, Hispanic
groups are organizing to overcome the problems that Latinas
face in the United States.
One of these groups is focusing on self-esteem and education.
Jennie Roque. a senior in
hild developnient at SJSU,
attended a workshop Saturday
piesented hs he Hispanic
Women’s ( :taint il of Northern
California (1 MC), one of the
go nips working for Latinas’
personal and professional
growth.

Writer opens doors
to Latin America
By Carolina Moroder
Spartan I5aiIy Stall Writi-r

Most people think of Latin
America as a continent with
small, poor houses, men with
"sombreros," and a vast countryside, according to Miriam
Ruvinskis, a Mexican writer
and lecturer of Latin American literature.
She likes to think that she
opens a new door to her audience when she gives conferences on Latin American literature.
Not only does she try to
Sec LITERATURE, page 3
The woi kslntp. "Sit alegirs
for Success," was designed to
help I :Minas develop assertive
thinking and self-esteem.

_ a

One of the foundeis
HWC, Elisa Goti, said het
group also tried to reach the
younger population to cope
with their low self-esteem. I lit
recruited high school girls islit
would benefit fit an the experience of participting lit the
workshop.
I IWC members passed an
evaluation sheet after the conference to get feedback from
the attendants.
Half of the participants were
high school girls. Their comments were sometimes naive
and showed the kind of problems they face at home, Gob
said.
She said that the girls asked
for more information about
sexuality and were very interested in knowing final, alx an violence at home and its museSee WOMEN. page ’c
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Rose Marie Rabaca, an exchange student from Paris, flips a
crepe inside the International Centers booth at the food bazaar.
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Forum & Opinion

Editorial

Take responsibility
for your own kids
Butt-head is not responsible
for educating children
Families are responsible for their children’s
behavior. not W producers.
First it was "Ren and Stimpy," whose frank and
explicit style sent parents and conservatives in an
uproar. Now, it’s two scrawny high school students
wearing rock T-shirts reminding people of idiotic
immature students they went to high school with.
Grunting, snorting, nose-picking, crotch-adjusting
"Bemis and Butt-head" are all the rage of controversy.
One parent is blaming her five-year old for setting a fatal fire because the toddler was watching
the "Beavis and Butt-head" show on MTV Why is a
five-year old watching MTV late night? The show
has been moved to a later time slot to prevent
young children from watching it.
Much of the humor on the show is far beyond
the comprehension of a child the age of five.
Because of the controversy over this fire, "Beavis
and Butt-head" will now make less references to
fire as decided by the creators of the show.
Although the jokes and actions of "Beavis and
Butt-head may be crude, they are protected by the
First Amendment.
It is parental responsibility to monitor what their
child watches. If the child watches T.V. over at a
friend’s house, it is the responsibility of the other
parent to monitor the children’s television programs.
When "Ren and Stimpy" first aired there was
non-stop discussion of their less than favorable
manners. Now, "Bemis and Butt-head"have kicked
"Rem and Stimpy" out of the limelight. It is a neverending cycle that will keep undemocratic censors
on their toes.
In Iowa City, Iowa, the Parent Teacher Association sent letters to all parents asking them not to
dress there children in offensive costumes, such as
hobos, witches or the elderly, for Halloween. The
fear in Iowa City is that these costumes might
offend these minority groups. Where is this madness to stop?
It is the first amendment that allows us to write
what you read in this editorial. If you start censoring shows like "Beavis and Butt-head" the next time
you go to watch television you’ll find all the channels dead because none of the programs were
approved by the censors.
If we don’t put a stop to censorship immediately, we might end up in a gray world with no color
and no free speech.

ARTISTS NEEDED
The SPARTAN DARN is looking for artists for the
Forum page. Please submit five political cartoons
with your name and phone number to Dwight
Bentel Hall room 209.
Artists must have good drawing skills, keep up
with current events and have strong positions on
issues.
Drawings will be reviewed by the editors and
current artists.
Artists will be notified by phone.
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Just the facts
about abortion
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Preaching to the choir wastes time
ecently I came to the stand the concerns of the other
conclusion that what or made the attempt to see the
nost causes have in conflicting point of view. A lot of
common is their inherent abili- time was wasted in senseless conty to piss people off.
frontations that served only to
I came to this conclusion last generate newspaper headlines
week as I was listening to a guest and piss the opposition off,
speaker in my human ecology when both sides were really
class. Carlos Duelias, who has fighting for the same cause
lived in El Salvador, talked about preserving the forest.
the environmental movement
there.
In his talk, Duenas pointed
one of the
out that one of the problems
with the environmental moveproblems with the
ment is our failure to get to
environmental
know the people we’re trying to
help before we tell them how to
movement is our
solve their problems.
failure to get to
You might say a bolt of inspiration hit me at that moment.
know the people
What Duenas said could be
we’re trying to help
applied to every cause and crusade throughout history and
before we tell them
especially to environmentalism.
how to solve their
Most crusaders preach to
their followers and then try and
problems.’
tell their opposition what to do.
When you think about it,
wouldn’t it make more sense to
"I he environmentalists were
preach to the opposition? The trying to preserve the forest and
choir has already been convert- the loggers were trying to save
ed.
their jobs which depended on
Take the recent clash having trees to harvest. Unforbetween the environmental tunately for both sides, if they
movement and loggers in the had listened to the opposition,
Pacific Northwest over timber the whole issue could have been
harvesting.
a fight to change current logBoth sides confronted the ging practices instead of being a
other to no avail, explaining battle over the spotted owl.
their point of view to their folLike everyone else, environlowers and the media.
mentalists should be sensitive to
Neither side tried to under- other point of views. American

environmentalists have taken an
imperialistic attitude when they
help people. When we try to
help others we automatically
assume the reason they need
help is because they’re doing
something wrong.
We forget that we gained our
knowledge by making the same
mistakes and forget that some
of the environmental problems
in the world can be attributed
to our own ignorance.
People involved with causes
tend to get caught up in what
they believe and disregard what
their opposition is saying. Worse
yet, as Dueiias pointed out, is
when we fail to understand others before we start "helping"
and telling them what to do.
We must learn how to share our
experiences and be willing to
help others on their terms so
that we solve more problems
than we create.

Dave Marshall is a Daily
staff columnist. His column
appears every other Thursday.

Beavis didn’t start the fire
Fire. Fire. Fire.
There. I’ve said it. I have spoken for a member of our society
who was recently forbidden to
say the word "fire."
"Beavis," the blond haired,
chisel-chinned, misguided youth
of MTV’s "Bemis and Butthead," is the most recent victim
of censorship in our society. He
is half of the cult-cartoon-duo
created by Mike Judge.
Early last week, the news hit
the stands that a 5-year-old boy
in Ohio had set a mobile home
on fire, killing his 2-year-old sister in the process. His mother
claimed the program "Beavis
and Butt-head" had influenced
him because "Beavis" plays with
lighters and repeatedly states
that "fire is cool.

Artisan: Martin Gee. Fred Limpert.
Adrienne Stephen Greene, Jim McNay.

SAN

’This is blatant
censorship. No ifs,
ands or butt-heads
about it.’
MTV spokeswoman Carole
Robinson denied that the show
was responsible for the fire.
However, the producers of the
program have announced that
"Beavis" will no longer use the
word "fire" and tell us how cool
it is.
This is blatant censorship. No
ifs, ands or butt-heads about it.

"Beavis and Butt-head" is one
of the most innovative shows
currently on the air. It combines
editorial commentary on music
videos with inane scenarios on
awkward juvenile delinquents.
What is so wrong with that?

’We have to protect
the rights of the
"members" of our
society to express
themselves, even if
they are made of
celluloid and ink.’

While it is mostly offensive,
with sophomoric jokes about
animal abuse (frog baseball)
and farting, it is harmless.
To say a small boy would start
a fire because of this particular
cartoon would be to say he
would also chase a roadrunner
with a cannon if he could. It is
not the creators, the cartoonist,
the writers, directors and producers that turn on the set and
use it like a pacifier for small
children, it is the parents.
It has been said that shows
like "Beavis and Butt-head" have
contributed to the downfall of
our society via TV. "Bart Simpson" is disrespectful, "Murphy
Brown" isn’t a role-model-mom
and "Blossom" has even talked

about S-E-X. My goodness,
where will it all end?
I’ll tell you. It will end with us
watching re-runs of the
"Lawrence Welk Show" and
"Ozzie and Harriet," that’s
where. We will take our visual
pabulum in the form of shows
that our parents didn’t find
entertaining when they were
our age. We will watch infomercials until we can recite from
memory the benefits of paint
on hair, food dehydrators and
the "Thighmaster.
We cannot allow this to happen. We have to protect the
rights of the "members" of our
society to express themselves,
even if they are made of celluloid and ink.
Defending a delinquent, adolescent cartoon character might
seem comical, but protecting
the rights of the cartoonist to
express an idea is not. It is not
the cartoonist that lets the child
play with matches. He didn’t
start the fire. Fire. Fire.

Kyle Preston Register is
a Daily staff urriter.

bottom-line controversy concernThe
ing abortion is whether or not life
begins at conception. Pro-life views
abortion as murder and pro-choice views abortion as a civil right.
According to the U.S. Senate hearings of
1981, life does begin at conception.
The official Senate report of the 97th Congress, SA50A Human-Life bill, states, "Physicians, biologists and other scientists agree that
fertilization and conception are the same and
that this marks the beginning of a human
being that is alive and is a member of the
human society."
Among the 57 most prominent scientists
and physicians in the world involved in this
study were Professor H. Gordon of the Mayo
Clinic who said, "It is an established fact that
human life begins at conception."
Professor Jerome LeJeune, the discoverer of
the Down’s syndrome chromosome pattern
said, "After fertilization has taken place a new
human being has come into being."
Professor W. Bowes of the University of Colorado said, ’The beginning of a single human
life is from a biological point of view a simple
and straightforward matter- the beginning is
conception."
Professor Matthews-Roth of Harvard University said, "It is scientifically correct to say that
individual human life begins at conception."
There is an overwhelming agreement on
these points in countless medical, biological
and scientific journals.
Yes, I know these quotes are from men
which means that they don’t understand the
pains of a woman.
Nevertheless, it is an established genetic fact
that life begins at conception. What amazes me
is that this study is over ten years old and most
people haven’t heard of it.
What is more amazing is that many prochoice advocates know and, accept this fact, but
continue to defend their side insisting that in
all circumstances, a mother has more rights
then her unborn baby.
That sentiment echoes down through the
last century, originally voiced by Margaret
Sanger, the founder and first president of
Planned Parenthood.
Sanger played a major role in establishing
the abortion nghts movement. She was the first
to link abortion with feminism, unlike other
radical feminists such as Susan B.Anthony who
referred to abortion as "child murder."
Sanger was a racist who embraced abortion
as a means of controlling minorities.
According to the "Birth Control Review of
1933," she said "Negroes and Southern Europeans" are "mentally inferior to native born
Americans." Such people, includingJews and
other minorities are, "feeble minded, "human
weeds," and a "menace to society."
In her book, "Pivot of Civilization," Sanger
spoke of the poor as "sinister forces of the
hordes of irresponsibility and imbecility."
In the "Birth Control Review of 1919," she
spoke of creating a "race of thoroughbreds." In
Elasah Drogin s book, "Margaret Sanger:
Father of Modern Society," Sanger said the
"genetically inferior" should be "segregated"
and "sterilized."
In Sanger’s book, "Why Not Birth Control?"
she said, "Funds that should be used to raise
the standard of our civilization are diverted to
the maintenance of those who should never
have been born." She added, "More children
from the fit, less from the unfit
that is the
chief issue of birth control."
I don’t believe that most pro-choice people
are racists. It is interesting, though, that
Planned Parenthood, the world’s largest abortion promoter and provider, has roots in
racism. I don’t think Margaret, an adviser to
Adolf Hitler, was too concerned with civil
rights.
Sanger was also quoted as saying that the
most merciful thing you can do to the child of
a large family is to kill it. That doesn’t say much
for, "Pro-family, pro-child, pro choice" bumper
stickers.
What about unwanted babies? They don’t
exist, according to the U.S. Senate hearings of
April 17, 1986. Sen. Gordon Humphrey
announced that over two million couples and
one million singles are looking to adopt children every year.
The Michael Fund of Pittsburgh said 100
couples are waiting to adopt mentally handicapped babies. The Spinebifida Association
claims the same amount of couples on their
list.
No, they aren’t looking for just blonde-hair,
blue-eyed babies. That was Margaret’s idea.
If abortion is murder, then this nation is
responsible for the killing of over 30 million
innocent lives since 1973. That is a number 1
don’t think even Hitler could live with. Yes, I
am pro-life.

Pat Matas is a Daily staff writel.
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Women: Latinas aim to bridge culture gap

SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar
TODAY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:
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mud -Jewish Oral Tradition,
8:15p m., 3070 Louis Rd., Palo
Alto. Call Rabbi Levin (4 1 5)
424-9800 or Ester Riva Kokin
263-3246
PREDENTAL CLUB: Meeting,
1:30p.m., DH 352. Call Arnel
729-3120
PREVENTION EDUCATION EDUCATION PROGRAM: NCAAW ’93
Multicultural Resource Fair,
9a. m. -2p. m., 1st floor, Student
Union. Call 924-5945
HOMECOMING
&
SJSU
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS: Non-Alcoholic Beverage Contest, 8:30p.m., Dining
Commons. Call Rolando Pollard
924-6243
Socirri. OF PROFESSIONAL JouaNAUSTS: Guest speaker, award
winning environmental journalist
Tom Harris, 7-30p.m., Washing
Square Hall, Room 207. Coll
Frank Schiavo 924-5466
STUDENT AFFILATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT: General
meeting to discuss recycling,
education, Rainforest Awarness
Week, 6p.m., Washington
Square Hall, Room 1 1 5. Call
Jennifer Cole 924-5467
STUDENT CAUFORNIA TEACHER’S
Assoc: BBQ, open to all,
12:30-1:30p.m., 7th St. BBQ
area. Call Pamela 924-3787
TABIA: Long Time Since Yesterday by P.J. Gibson, 8p.m., Studio Theatre HGH. Call 9244551
THEATRE ARTS/DANCE: Danceworks, Oct 23 & 24, 8p.m., SPX
219 (Dance Studio Theatre).
Call Elizabeth Price 924-5041

Nightlife, 8p.m., Music 150.
Call Ken Riker 224-5669
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Resume Critique, 2:303:45p.m., Costanoon Room, Student Union. Call 924-6033
Career Planning & Placement:
Interviewing
for
Success,
12:30p.m., Almaden Room, Student Union. Call 924-6033
EDCO 004: Speakers Bureau,
open to all students, 910:15a.m. & 10:30-11.45a.m.,
Umunhum Room, Student Union.
Call Donna Bender or Kathy
Field 733-2746
E.R.C., S.A.F.E.R., A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Rainforest Awareness Week, Project, slide show,
music, poetry & art, 7-9p.m.,
Loma Prieto Room, Student
Union. Call Jennifer Cole 9245467
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE CENTER: Rainforest Awareness project with Kevin Russell & Andrea
Caruso, 7-9p.m., Loma Prieta
Room, Student Union. Call Joan
Warren 559-3320
GALA: Safe sex fun & games,
Guadalupe
4:30-6:30p.m.,
Room, Student Union. Call 2362002
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY: Information tables,
9a.m.-2p.m., Student Union
Call 924-3508
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Meeting, "Motivation,"
5:30p.m., Taqueria, 330 Third
St. Call Laurie 251-1152
JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH: TalSputa( kade is available to NSU quiltlib, faculty arid stall orpuar.itii hir her. 1 /radial, is 5
209. LimitFOI1TIS are imiiLilfle at the Spartan
p.m., tssti days trfore
ed %yaw may force reducing the nonflei

(408) 924-3280
924-3270
924-3277
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quences.
Some of the problems this
ethnic group faces are explained
by Consuelo Santos-Killins,
director of the Institute for Arts
and Letters at SJSU, and the
chair of HWC’s Arts Committee.
At home, "we are taught
things that are completely different from what is supposed to be
successful in the marketplace,"
she said, refering to assertiveness
and speaking up. "We are asked
not to rock the boat."
"Part of the culture of Hispanic women who come from a
mixture of Hispanic and Indian
background, is to be humble,
strong, fatalistic and to suffer
and be stoic," Killins said.
"We forget that a combination of two cultures is forming
us, making us somewhat self-suffeting," she said.

According to Killins, leadership in today’s society requires
one to be outspoken, decisive,
and not be afraid of criticism,
But it’s hard to do these
things when you haven’t been
conditioned to do so.
Roque, for example, was barely a high school graduate when
she decided to get married and
have children. At that time, she
did not think there were many
opportunities for her besides
her roles as wife and mother.
After raising three children,
she decided it was time to go
back to school and do what she
always wanted to teach.
Roque’s early story is not different from that of many other
women of Hispanic descent.
According to HWC founders
Ivonne M. Lopez, Carmen Johnson and Gott they contacted
professional Hispanic women
from the Bay Area to help other

From page
explore what the continent is
really about, she usually emphasizes women writers and shows
their diverse countries through
their eyes and imaginations.
According to Ruvinskis, Latin
American women writers tend
to portray the disadvantaged,
the poor and the minorities.
"Women broke the canon of
staying in the kitchen, of keeping, quiet," she said.
They dared to say what they
did not want to do, Ruvinskis
said. "Women also dicovered
their sensuality, of which their
continent is full, through its colors, its eroticism, and the land."
"Women also described the
world as they saw it, away from
men’s portrayal, which had been
considered the only valid view
up to that moment
Ruvinskis belongs to the Hispanic Women’s Council of
Northern California, a volunteer
organization made up of Hispanic professional women who
are seeking the improvement of
more disadvantaged women or
girls.
She is part of the Arts Committee within this organization
and she helps out by giving lectures and classes in the area of
Latin American literature and
other cultural events.

"reflect a prevailing notion of
policing as a rough-and-tumble
career for which only ’John
Waynes’ need apply," the report
says.
"It is no coincidence that violent crimes against women are
minimized in a Police Department culture which often minimizes, discriminates against and
harasses the few women police
officers in its ranks," the report
says.
The commission was directed to expand on findings of
gender bias by the Christopher
Commission, a blue-ribbon
panel charged with examining

the department after the Rodney G. King beating.
Included in more than 160
detailed recommendations was
a call for the Police Department to become at least 44 percent female to match the percentage of women in the city’s
work force.
Women are especially suited
to community policing, the
report says, because they are
better communicators and less
likely to use firearms than men.
Police recruiters still concentrate on male bastions rather
than scouting for teachers or
social workers, the report says.

Book I Can’t see spending time in class?
Now For The Well, now you can with your new
contacts and free watch.
Holidays
For Students Only

r

Guadalajara
New York
Montreal
Miami
London
Tokyo

A once-In-a-lifetime offer from Bausch
& Lombfi called The Student Eye Deal.
You get: a year’s supply of
contacts(that’s 8 contacts), a ReNufi
lens care pack, and a cool watch -all for
only $39 plus professional fees. You can
get this offer only if you are a student,
and only if you act now! Offer limited to
one per person. BAUSCH
DO’ 6/30194. & LOMB

$150*
$170*
$170*
$170*
$260*
$260*
r ,aseri
fof

’Fares are each ssey Iran has Franc,
Restnchons ar
on a rounding purchase
Orr
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student fares to worictorsde deshrsshcos

Council Travel
394 University Ave #200
Palo Alto, CA 94301

415-325-31188
Finailpasscs issued
on the spot!

DAUSCII
& LOMB

Buena Vista Optical
678 E. Santa Clara
(E. Santa Clara &14th)
(408) 293-2020
Bring this ad.

women who have not bridged
the gap between cultures,
According to Goti, one of
their goals is to give Latinos the
tools to use their full potential.
Lopez added that "our ultimate
goal is to improve the status of
Hispanic women."
latinas have different needs
from women of mainstream,"
Goti said. "They need very specific help because their role in
their families and in their corn- -
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"When
the
Hispanic
Women’s Council had their first
meeting, I saw those women
with a need for finding more
about their roots, about the written word," she said.
Ruvinskis will present the lecture "A Great Literary Tour
Through the Creative Mind of
the Latin American Woman"
tonight at 7:30. The lecture will
be given at "A Clean Well Lighted Place for Books," 21269
Stevens Creek Boulevard in
Cupertino. For more information call 408/255-7600.

munities is very specific. Their
priorities are different, too."
"We have to make Latinos
understand that the way to
exceed is through their active
participation in their community," Goti said.
"Women cannot go on being
passive.
"Hispanic women have to
understand that life doesn’t end
after some years of study and
after having kids," Goti said.
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Informational Presentation
Thursday, October 28, 1993
5:00 pm to 8:00 pm
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FUTURE

1993-94 COLLEGE GRADUATES
(Winter & Spring)
Take the first step to LOC in your future sv all our dynamic. leading -edge technology. Our new
contracts with top communications providers base established us as the recognized industry
leader in Fiber In The Loop (FITE) tcchnolog) That role is secured by our exceptional products,
the LOCI.’" -2, LOC-2i and video MI. systems and RIDES’ software. It’s that excitement which
we want to share with you through various undergraduate and graduate -level opportunities
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE TEST ENGINEERS
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
ASIC DESIGN ENGINEERS MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS
Hors d’oeuvres
Presentation
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Associated Students Election Board
Sponsors an Open Forum
Monday, October 25th
in the Student Union Amphitheatre
1 2 Noon- 1 p.m.
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Childcare Center Referendum

LAPD panel finds sex bias, tells
police to go for brains, not brawn
LOS ANGELES (AP) The
Police Department needs to
start recruiting for brains, not
brawn, to better implement
community policing and
address sexual harassment, an
advisory panel has recommended.
The Women’s Advisory
Council to the Police Commission said the department continued to value brute strength
over negotiating skills and also
was lax about pursuing complaints of sexual harassment
and domestic violence by its
officers.
brochures
Recruiting

3

To find out more, R.S.V.P. today by calling 14151 688-23%, or see your Career Planning
and Placement Center for details As a Raychem company. Raynet can offer you competitive
salaries and benefits including medical/dental insurance, educational assistance and 401(10. If
you arc unable to attend our Open House, we would still like to hear from you. Send your resume
to: Raynct Corporation. Attn. Human Resources. Dept. OH -10/93. 155 Constitution Drive.
Menlo Park. CA 94025-11(6. Or Fax it to 14151 24-b7 II FOE.
Summer internships and
co-ops also available.
Raynct is located in Menlo Park off Highs ar 101 and
near the Dumbarton Bridge

LOC is a trademark of Ray net Corporation RII)ES is a
registered trademark of BellSouth Enterprises licensed
to Raynct

Raynet
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Golf team finishes fourth
The SJSU men’s golf team
finished in fourth place in the
21th Annual Robertson Homes
Collegiate Invitational on Tuesday in Stockton,Calif
The team had a three-round
total of 887 in the 6,800-yard,
par 71 Woodbridge Country
Club golf course. Pepperdine

placed first, eight points ahead
of wcmid place Fresno State,
isith a 871 total.
Steve Woods tied for third
Todd
Pepperdine’s
with
Andrews at 215 tbr the Spartans’ highest finish. Nevada’s
Rick Vaughn won the individuals with a 212 total.

A Pillar On

COSTUMES
4 70’s Wear
4 Vintage Clothes

4 Disco Wear
4 Jewelry

Tony Destro, right, practices with the SJSU ice
hockey team Tuesday.

Wigs
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and much much more!!!
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Reminder to all prospective members:
Membership Deaane: October 25, 1993
...New Member Reception: November 8, 1993
6:00 pm , Loma Prieta Ballroom
Student Union
For More Information
Pkase Contact the Chapter Advisor
Dr. 21rtnette Won at (408) 924-3508

By Jason Meaglter

CATALOG SALE

THE ENTIRE CRUZ CATALOG IS ON
SALE NOW AT TOWER!
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ALSO
AVAILABLE BY
GREG GINN:
PAYDAY
(5"CD SINGLE)
4.99 CD

11.99 CD 7.99 CS
ALSO AVAILABLE BY
SKIN YARD:
FIST SIZED CHUNKS
11.99 CD 7.99 CS
SKIN YARD 11.99 CD
7.99 CS
UNDERTOW (5" CD
SINGLE) 4.99 CD
1000 SMILING
KNUCKLES
11.99 CD 7.99 CS
11.99 CD 7.99 CS
CRUZ US: P.O. BOX 7756, LONG BEACH, CA 90807
CRUZ UK: P.O. BOX 2AE, LONDON, U.K W1A2AE

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY!
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Arena after practice. Destro is the captain of the SJSU ice hockey team and has been playing for the Spartans for three years.

Destro skates to leadership role
Spartan Wily Stirfl Writer

RECIIIIDS I IBM
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Tony Destro, right, jokes with Greg Bruins at 2 a.m. Tuesday
while changing in the referees locker room at the Eastridge Ice

As captain of the SJSU ice
hockey team, Tony Destro is a
pillar to lean on. And nobody
leans on him more than Head
Coach Ron Glasow.
"He is our most inspirational
player," Glasow said, "He gives a
100 eercent of himself every
time.
Destro became a Spartan
hockey player three years ago
and was on the first SJSU team
to play representing the university
Tony got interested in hockey
at age 15. His interest was
sparked when a friend got cable
television.
"I used to go over (to my
friend’s) to watch cable on
ESPN."
In the summer of 1988, he
and some friends rented some
time at the Eastridge Ice Arena.
"We got some cheap sticks
and started screwing around on
the ice," Destro said.
Destro’s first organized hockey games were in the juvenile
league at Santa Clara.
Destro laughed as he
described his first tryout. "I had
played hockey once before in
my life, and I’d only learned to
skate a few months before.
"I was crashing into the
boards because I couldn’t really
skate."
Even though Destro had a
rough start, it did not stop the
Santa Clara coaches from picking him for the team.
Once he was on a team,
Destro progressed up the various local divisions, until Glasow
saw him playing at Eastridge.
Glasow liked what he saw in
Destro, and asked him if he
wanted to play for SJSU.
"I saw an outstanding player

(in Destro)," Glasow said.
After two years of hard work,
Destro took over the captain
position from Martin Denis, who
graduated Spring ’93.
Destro also switched from
playing wing to playing center,
which allows him greater flexibility in controlling his line.
Glasow is pleased with
Destro’s new position.
"He played real well. His leadership is showing through," said
Glasow of Sunday’s game. "We
are looking to him to lead the
team."
Glasow says that Destro is an
invaluable leader and is great at
working with the team and the
coaches.
Destro does not talk much
about his leadership role on the
team. Instead, he talks about
how he has always competed
with players that are better than
him.
Over the summer of 1992,

Destro tried out for a junior B
team in Minnesota and was
accepted. Destro felt that playing in the Minnesota league
would help his game, as the
teams are much more competitive in Minnesota than in California
"It was fantastic. I spent more
time on the ice than off."
Glasow said he saw a definite
improvement in Destro’s game
after he returned from Minnesota.
"He’s stronger on his skates
and he sees the ice better
now...he is making more intelligent plays," Gla.sow said.
"Tony’s great," said Lou
Siville, SJSU goalie. "(Tony) is
one of those guys that shows
heart. He truly goes out to win
every game and really busts his
balls to win."
The Spartans have played
three games so far this season,
with Destro playing in one of

Destro, left, talks to teammate Greg Bruins during practice.
Destro recently recovered from a separated shoulder.
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them. Destro was kept out of the
first two games of the season
because of a separated shoulder.
Destro quickly made up for
lost ice time Sunday night in
Fresno, with an assist early in the
first period and the goal that
cemented a 5-3 Spartan victory
over Fresno State.
"Hockey is very important in
my life. Besides school, hockey is
the most important thing in my
life," Destro said.
He had to enroll at SJSU in
order to be eligible to play, so he
enrolled in a tennis class for one
unit.
The following year, as the
Spartans moved up to Division I,
Destro had to enroll in six units
at SJSU in order to be eligible to
play.
This semester he is taking an
English class and an Italian class
at SJSU.
He is also taking nine units at
Ohlone College, which is close
to his home.
Destro spends much of his
time studying and even gets help
from his father, who is teaching
himself Spanish with the same
book that his son uses.
Destro’s father is a San Jose
police sergeant and 25-year-veteran of the police force.
Destro has not decided what
he plans to do after school and
hockey
Right now, he has tentative
plans to set up his own business
as a residential drapery cleaner
with a friend from Oh lone College.
The Spartans next game is
Saturday against host Berkeley
The team returns home Sunday to face the University of
Northern Arizona in Redwood
City.
The Spartans are 2-1 for the
season.
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World Events

sands of women, mostly Musty, said the defense ministers
U.N. says rape in
lims, have been raped since war
were receptive to Aspin’s sugbroke out in Bosnia in 1992.
gestion that the alliance update
Bosnia may have
its approach to the nuclear
been official policy NATO seeks
threat.
new
Prominent right-wing
UNITED NATIONS (AP) Some Serb soldiers may have partners in Europe
leader kills self in
raped women in

Bosnia as part
of an official campaign of terror, a U.N. panel says.
An Oct. 6 report by the U.N.
Commission of Experts on war
crimes in former Yugoslavia says
some of the rape cases were
"without evidence of command
direction" but that others "may
be part of an overall pattern."
Such a pattern may lead to
the conclusion that a systematic
rape policy existed but this
remains to be proved," the
commission said.
The report, released Monday
at U.N. headquarters, said
group involvement of the same
military units "suggests command responsibility by commission or omission. ’ The panel
appeared to imply that senior
officers actively supported rape
or did not punish the rapists.
Bosnian Serb commanders
have denied any organized policy of encouraging rape to terrorize the Muslim population.
They, in turn, accused Muslim
forces of raping Serb women.
Western human rights groups have estimated that thou-

(AP) - NATO defense ministers agreed Wednesday to consider making "partners’ of their
former East Bloc foes and
revamping alliance strategy to
deal with nuclear threats from
terrorists or renegade states.
Defense Secretary Les Aspin
recommended the sweeping
changes at the beginning of a
two-day session of North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
defense ministers The plans will
undergo final scrutiny at a
NATO summit in January.
"It’s a brand new world out
there," Aspin said prior to the
meeting, a comment that fit his
plans for changing NATO’s mission as well as its extended
membership.
"The old threat was thousands of warheads in the hands
of the Soviet Union and we had
equal numbers of those warheads," Aspin said. "What we
face now is a handful of nuclear
weapons in the hands of terrorists, terrorist groups, terrorist
states."
A senior defense official, who
spoke on condition of anonymi-

protest of newspaper

TOKIO (AP) -A right-wing
leader with a history
of violence drew a
pair of pistols and
fatally shot himself
today while meeting
with
newspaper
executives to protest
a cartoon ridiculing
his group.
The death of 58year-old Shusuke
Nomura, reminiscent of right-winF
novelist Yukio Misfitma’s ritual suicide
23 years ago, galvanized national attention.
Television networks switched
to live coverage, and helicopters, police and journalists
converged on the headquarters
of the Asahi newspaper group,
where the shooting occurred.
The building houses the offices
of a number of foreign news
organizations, including The
Associated Press.
Shaken newspaper executives
told reporters that Nomura,

clad in a traditional men’s
kimono, asked his son, who
accompanied him, to c:are for
his mother, lie uttered a ph,. se
that refers to dying in a duel of
honor and bowed deeply in the
direction of the imperial palace.
Then he shot himself in both
sides at once with two pistols.
He died a short time later iii the
hospital.

MARKETING/SALES. The toughest growing company in the envi
ronmental industry, seeks college
student interested in marketing
career. Seffstarter with motivation
and ambition. High income potential and excellent training. Call for
appointment: 984-3243. No phone
interviews.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

NIGHT COUNSELOR We are
a residential treatment facility for
emotionally disturbed children
ages 7-17. We have an opening for
a Nigg Relief Child Care Worker to
work 10 pm. to 6 am. weeknights
and/or weekends tont iifcr vaca
bons & sick time off. Qualifications:
21 years minimum age.
Maintain a positive attitude.
Work in team environment.
Interest in learning skill &
knowledge of child care.
Starting salary $5.95 per hour.
Send resume to: Job Code:
NCCW/SD, 1.0.0.F, Children’s
Home, P.O. Box 155, Gilroy, CA
95021. E.O.E.

WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call
(408)436-0606.
1101/ STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
011iaiwielbernisrays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll nowt
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655.3225.
100% PURE ADRENAUNE
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seek
er, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a ax
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
You need exposure to succeed in
MODEUNG. Novir you can put your
photo and information in front
of 100’s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM
for details. (408) 249-9737.
FUND RAISER.
Raise $500. in 5 days. Groups.
Clubs, motivated indNiduals.
1600655.6935 ext.101.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student"
’Family Multi-car
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

ELECTRONICS
QUAUTY USED IBM COMPATERES
286/386/486 Great Low Prices
Complete Systems / Warranty
Ca/ 141004004007.

13211SALE
ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL
presents fine fragrances thorn Paris
Perfumes. Versicr6 of Chanel No 5,
Obsession. Opium, Beautiful, Joy.
Eternity, Shalimar, Oscar de la
Rents, Red, Giorgio, Poison, Wrirte
Linen, Pssion. L’Air du Temps,
Halston, Samsara. Realities,
Spellbound, Escape & Lauren.
1/2 ox.’ $15./bottle, 1 oz. -520.
bottle. Great for yourself or gift
giving.AII perfumes guaranteed
to your satisfaction. We challenge
you to tell the difference from the
original. To order, send WWI check
with sales tax, and $3.00 shipping
to: Royal-Trek Intl. 433W. Allen
Unit 102, San Dimas, CA 91773.
(800)876.1668.

HELP WANTED
ACUFAMS,
Security Guards / Patrol Officers
Needed Novl
Pot time / Part time. All shifts.
Apply Mon.- Fri. San.. 6pm.
5550 Meridian Ave., San Jose.
(4081286-5880.

COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
staff to work with D.D. adults
in a residential setting.
$6.00/hr. 510428-0505.
DELIVERY - TAKEOUT TAXI
The perfect college job!
We deliver dinner from the
areas favorite restaurants.
You can expect to earn at
least $9.00 per hour. Jobs
available in South San Jose
and Cupertino. Requirements:
Clean D.M.V.. own car, insurance.
neat appearance & good attitude.
Flexible Evening Hours
Good Environment
Cash Tips daily
Call today 369-9400.
GREENS & CWBS
Raise up to $1,000. in just one
week! For your fraternity. sorority
& club. Plus $1,000. for yourselfl
kid a Free T-shirt just for calling.
14300.932-0528, ext. 75.

Canadians not hot
on free trade with
U.S. and Mexico
TORONTO (AP) - "You
want to know about free
trade?" asks Steve Brett, a contractor putting the final touches
on a new bagel shop here.
"Come and look at my equipment. It says ’Assembled in
Mexico."

Rival warns of war if
Aidid not reined in
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)
- U.S. helicopters drew
grenade fire Wednesday, and a
clan leader warned that Somalia
may plunge back into civil war if

5

the United Nations does not
crack down on Mohamed Farrah Aidid’s militia.
Mohamed Kaniare, chairman of Ali Mahdi’s faction,
which has not challenged the
U.N. operation, told reporters
Wednesday that Aidid’s militiamen were continuing to fight.
If U.S. troops and other U.N.
peacekeepers "cannot do anything, then we have to defend
ourselves," he said. "The
resumption of civil war is imminent; that is how it looks."

Jerusalem mayor’s race
hottest in decades
JERUSALEM (AP) - Eightythree-year-old Teddy Kollek,
mayor of Jerusalem since 1965,
isn t ready to retire. He’s fighting a race of his lifetime, trying
Lo hold on to a post he feels his
upstart challenger can’t handle.
Kollek’s campaign posters show 48-year-old Ehud Olmert sucking his thumb and movie
trailers have Kollek pretending
to nod off, vet keeping one eye
open.
Polls two weeks before the
Nov. 2 vote show it is the closest
race in decades.
Unchallenged in seven previous races, Kollek is this time
dogged by complaints he failed
to keep up with Jerusalem’s
massive growth.

Phone: 9243277 II FAX: 924-3282
EXPERIENCED TECHS - TANDEM
Work-experienced computer
techs in UNIX. workstations &
networking. Pr1 school year, Frr
other time. Top pay! Send resume
& call Dick Sillan in Engineering:
9243928, leave message.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS‘
Now hiring teachers 8, substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts job sharing and flexible hours for students. $6. - $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257-7320.
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT
wanted. 15- 20 hours. Apply at
the Director’s Office, 3rd Floor,
Student Union.
REM’S SPORT STOP looking for
retail sales: ski-bike-gun dept.
Also looking for experienced
cashiers. Contact Jim - 926.3020.
SALES / hWIAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
individual in the health fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are an eager & self motivated
individual looking to start off right,
we will give you a chance. Salaries,
commissions, bonuses, trips &
benefits, 14K- 31K amual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1-800-883-KICK.
Ask for fils. Bernyessa.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 143004364365 ext. P-3310.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING.
Earn up to $2,000+/month +
world travel (Hawaii. Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.) Summer and
TEIEMARKETVG: Flex yes 6am-9pm Career employment available. No
M-F, 10am-9pm Sat & Sun. Exp. experience necessary. For more
req. $5-519/hr. 408/997-7000. information call 1-206-6340468
AppM. Homer Properties, 6472 Carrt ext. C6041.
den ire, #105. San kse, CA 96120
MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE.
Local copy center in need of a
marketing representative for
San Jose State campus. Salary
plus commission. Prefer outgoing,
energetic, self starter with good
organizational and interpersonal
skills. Part time position with an
industry leader. Applications
available at CopyMat, 119 E.
San Carlos, San Jose. (No phone
calls please)

Brett is one of the 46 percent
to 58 percent of Canadians who
tell pollsters they oppose the
North American Free Trade
Agreement.
"It’s all assembled in Mexico
and it’s going to get worse," says
Brett, 32, installing ovens in the
shop. "I’m not happy about it.
They talk about the benefits of
free trade? I haven’t seen any."
NAFTA is aimed
at bringing down
virtually all trade
barriers among the
the United States,
Canada and Mexico, creating a trading bloc of 360 million consumers and
about $6 trillion in
production. Ottawa
ratified the deal in
May.
President
Clinton gears up
for the struggle to push NAFTA
through a reluctant Congress,
most American eyes are on
Mexico, fearing a massive loss of
jobs to cheaper Mexican labor.
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HOUSING
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
1 bdrm. /1 bath- $595. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy 8, remodeled. Secured
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
TV. Ample parking. Call 288-9157

TWO BOMA./ 1 BATH HOUSE
in downtown Los Gatos. Fully furnished, large yard with fruit trees.
Kids & pets OK. Available Janl,
ON-CAMPUS lAWIKETING INTERN 1994 - JuN 31, 1994, $1200/mo
needed for Test Prep Co. 4-6 + utilities & deposit. Call Chuck
hrs./wk. Good pay plus bonuses. 554-4514 or 395.7802.
Call between 9-5: (408) 268-7042,
2 BDRM APARTMENT $750/MO.
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR is look- Security type building
ing for PT interns to work in our Secure parking
Close in
South Bay offices. Students will be
Involved in all customer service Modem building
functions, sales, marketing & a
Free Basic Cable service
variety of administrative duties. Laundry roorn
Enterprise has an excellent man- Village Apartments.
agement trainee program for col- 576 S. 5th St. (408)2956893.
lege graduates & it is possible to
use internship experience to step QUALITY OF LIVING STUDY
into this program. Must be a jmior Willow Gardens Apartments
or senior & should have fast-paced 1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300.
retail, customer service, or sales The best in Willow Glen area.
experience. Lookrg AT enthusiastic, Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath 8, 3
people -oriented team players. bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
Please send resume to: Enterprise w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
Rent-A-Car/Leasing, Attn: Andrea. saunas. For move in special, call
P.O. Box 2478, San Leandro, CA 408/998-0300.
94577. Phone: 510/297-5304.
GATEWAY APTS.
2 blocks from campus.
SECURITY: RIU. OR PART ThIE
2 bd./2 be., 900- 1,000 sq. R.
Full training $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Weekly Pay checks
Free cable. Underground perkirg.
Excellent Benefits
Union
Security
gates. Game room
Credit
Laundry room. 4th & William.
Medical/Dental Insurance
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Vacation Pay
Call me. 947-0803.
Referral Bonus
Apply Monday - Friday 8 am.-5 pm.
THE PRICE YOU WANT...
Sensity Sordoni
AND THE SPACE YOU MEDI
3212 SCott Blvd. Send Clara,
Large studio, 1 & 2 bedroom apts.
CA 95054. Neer 101, at San
just minutes from SJSU! Cat
Tomes Dip/. & icon. Equal
Trnbernood Apts. 578.6800.
OppatunIty Employer.

SERENE, QUIET 2 BR./1 BA. APT.
near Japan Town. Covered pkg.,
laundry. Walk to SJSU. $685./mo.
510/829-6348.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
BA. and 15 years experience. Now
accepting students wishing to
excell at guitar or bass. All styles
welcome: Rock. R&B, Jazz. Fusion,
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS. Blues, Folk, Reggae, and Funk.
2 bed/2 bath apt, available now. Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced
4 blocks from campus. Free cable are welcome. Bill: 408/298-0124.
TV, water & garbage. Off street
parking available. Several units NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
starting at $675.00/mo. Call Dan Live counselor, M.A., local college
at 295-5256.
exp. Each call treated as individual
appt. Additional info mailed. If I
1BR. SUM/ ST1.130 $525. & $495 don’t have the answer to your
Deposit $3CO. 3 blocks from SJSU. question, I’ll get it and call
1 week free! Hi’v1S 997-8200 x335.
you back! Call 900-505.CCIS.
954/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
ROOM FOR RENT, 2 blocks from Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
State, $300./mo. + dep. Call of net profits support local educa4370100 or 464-8871, agent.
tion programs. College Career
Information Services.
ROOM FOR RIINT CLOSET SJSU.
UM. incl. N/S, N/KP. $300./mo- WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
aere bath Call Mark 4032705051
CREDIT UNION
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
LOST & FOUND
Membership open exclusively
to SJSU Students, Alumni, and
FOLIO SMAU. MACK & WIVE CAT
Advisory Faculty!
on SJSU campus on 10/10.
Services include:
Mom cal 924-3280.
$ Auto Loans Personal Loans $
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
SERVICES
Share (savings) & CD Accts,
Exceptional Rates!!!
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Convenient location:
Do you suffer from back pain,
48S. 7th Street. Suite 201
stiff neck or headaches? See
San Jose, CA 95112
Dr. Galla in front of the Student
Call for more info:
Union. Thursday, Oct. 21, 10 am.
(408)947-7273.
to 2 p.m. or call 998-4480.
50% DOCOUNTI
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 4-5 DAYS!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
If you are looking for silk
Enhance your natural beauty!!
screening quality at competitive
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
prices, look no further. Century
Expires December 15.1993.
Graphics prides itself on quality
406,3794500
work, quick turn around and a
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
positive happy staff. Call for
621 E. Campbell Ave. 517.
quotes at 986335.1. Thanks!
Campbell, CA 95008.
SOOAVERX-PAACS
Mac Repair & Upgyades
ilVhileUWait Service!
2306K Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara
Open M-F 9:00 am. - 5:00 pm.
408/988-2334.
CHXD SUPPORT COUECTIONS
Nationwide, locost. effective.
Mode locations. 1-800-80PAYUP.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Regular visits to your campus.
Samples & references available.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
1-800606-8898 ask for Daniel.

LOVE UFE? CAREER GUIDANCE?
Helpful insight? Computerized
Astrology Interpretation $19.95.
Send check and your birth date.
time of birth, city & state, to
D. McGrane, Box 143, New
Almaden. CA. 95042-0143. Contains approx. 15 detailed pages.
plus 5 page information packet!
WRMNG, RESEARCH, EDMNG.
Versatile, expert staff.
ESL students a specialty.
800-777-7901.
PAGERS. BUY, SELL, TRADE 8
recrystal. 1 free month of service
with each referral. Low rates &
excellent service. We have voice
mail. WII trade for CD’s, electronic
equipment or video games. Once
you become a customer you can
resell our pagers to earn $5.
408/522-7203 or 3743167.

MEN AND WOMEN - BARE IT JAW
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest- Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students 8, faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15,
1993 Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell .1408)379-3500.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Bawrood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
SERVICES FINANCIAL
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Scholarship Matching
No GPA or need qualifications
Money back guarantee
Information & application:
JW Schoiarsho Matching Service
P.O. Box 53450
San Jose. CA 951530450
4086296586.
SS FREE $5 FOR COLLEGE 5$
Private money is available now in
scholarships, grants &
-k
study. No financial need. Nc
min. Over 350.000 active donors.
For free application & info, call
406/572-7222 or write Scholarship
478W. Hamilton Ave. 4397,
Campbell, CA 95008. $10.00 off
with ad or referral. We will beat
any advertised price. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS avaii
able. Recorded message gives
details. 405/848-3555 ext. 112.

DO YOU wont a computer search
done to find scholarships for you?
Many sources available. 80%
require no GPA or have no income
limitations. Call or write: Unique
Service Co. P.O. Box 867. Millbrae.
CA 94030. (415) 692-4847.
SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED!
No minimum GPA. No financial
need. Send for Free info today!
Premier Resources. P.O. Box 970,
Pleasanton, CA 94566,

TRAVEL
&RUNE TICKETS FREET
Inn couriers needed
call KG 310.514-4662.
SKI VAIL OR SKI UTAH
VAIL: Jan. 2nd 9th, 4/5 day
ski pass, 6 nights lodging.
Air
- $499. / Bus ncl. $349.
$50. deposit by Nov. 4th.
UTAH: Nov. 24 -29th. 4 days
skiing, 4 nights lodging, free
breakfasts. Bus trip: $289.
Payrnent by Nov. 4th. Credit Cards
Accepted! Call Patty at 356.8347
or call Todd at 778-9250.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
’Term papers Group projects
.Thesis Letters ’Applications
*Amines *Tape transcription, etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5656.
I
HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery - $1.00.
Resumes. term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page /5.00 minimum. Call
Julie - 9985354.
PROFESSION& Word Processing.
Theses. term papers, group
projects. resumes, letters. etc.
All formats. especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
retum. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408)2644504.

Theses/Proisicts/Temt Papers.
Call Marsha at 2864448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
structure, punctuation: format
(*A. Turabian. MLA): table/graph
preparation: custom post-script
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
TUTORING
Resume/cover letter preparation.
TUTOR NEEDED ENGLISH 10. Intemetiond Students Welcome’
1-3 hours a week. $7. an hour. Willow Glen area. 7 30am-8:30pm.
Please call Diane at 638-2103.
SANTA CURE SECFETARIAL SERV.
14089842268 New SCL
-MOOR STUDY SECRETS From
Underground only $9.95 + tax.
Term papers, resumes. etc
Relemtex. D3c4. 14461. Torrance CA
90503 24 vas rel (31013758853. EXPERIENCED Word Processor
Too may reports and not
WORD PROCESSING enough time? Let me do
the typing! Resumes, term
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED papers, theses. etc. IBM
Professional Word Processing! compatible computer ; laser
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing & printer. FAX machine Notary
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters, public. Call Anna 972-4992
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser II. All formats. specializing EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
in APA. Spelling, punctuation arid Science and Engiish papers/
grammatical editing. Free disc theses our specialty. Laser printstorage. NI work guaranteed! Worry ing Free spell cneck and storage.
free. dependable. and prompt APA. Turabian and other formats.
service. To avoid disappointment, Resumes, editing. graphics and
call now to reserve your time! Can other services available MasterPAM 247-2681 (Bam-8pm). plus son’s Word Rocessing, Cap Paul or
Save Additional 10% Per Reiwrell Virginia 408251-0449.

DON’T PAY ITII
Don’t pay $70.- $100. for a scholarship search. Get $ scuces NOW!
Call Scholar-Dollar$ today!!
1600988CO23 ea. 703. $2. mm. 5
min. TM. 18 or &ler. TT pthe req. &
save even more, order our book
"Scholarships. Grants and Loans".
Contains dozens of money sources
& time saving tips. Order today!
Only $5.95 to Scholar-Dollar$, P.O.
Box456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041.
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 4-6 IlAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY
Ms. Strauss Ent. 404-625-1910. Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
MONEY FOR COLLEGE III Theses Proficient with MLA.
Money is wafting for you right now APA and Turabian formats:
horn Private Scholarships, Grants Quick & Speedy turnaround:
and Fellowships. No Financial WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
Need and No GPA minimum 7 days a week 7 an to 11 pm.
reguirec For FREE literature pack- Suzanne Scott 510/489-9794.
age CALL NOW! 408-993-7208.
Access/control #2081993.

20 YRS. PROFESSIONAL EXP.
Typing & transcription for all
your needs including COLOR &
GRAMM. Copying. binding & FAX
available. Pick up & delivery.
REASONABLE rates Timeliness &
satisfaction guaranteed. Tutoring
available in some subjects.
Contact Candi at 408/369-8614.

DAILY CLASSIRED--ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

LIEJOODOOLICIODOOLJUEMEIOCEIECIOOOEIC]
OODOODECHIMOODOOOODOOODOCEIOODI
0011111100OMEEIEJODEID MIDEICIOMECOOO
OIDEOCOODOODTIOE= CIIJOEMOEIMMED
Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Day

Two
Days

3 lbws
4 lines
5 lines
4 Hese
$1 for each additional line

Throe
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate incesseee by fit per day.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

Please check

your classification:
Announcements
rya !let.
- Automotive
- Electronics
Phone
- For Sale
- Greek
Send check or money order to
- Help Wanted
Spartan Daily Classifieds
- Housing
San Joss State University,
- Lost and Found
Sari Joe., CA., 951924149
- Services
- Services Financial
Classified desk is kxated if, Dwight Bentel
Rooms 209
Deadline TWO days before publication
Al ads are prepaid
- Travel
III Consecutive publications dates only III No refunds on cancelled ads
- Tutoring
QUESTIONS/ CALL (404) 924-3277
- Word Processing
AelheSS
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Fees
From page 1
$864 they pay now. SJSU graduate students, who currently pay
the same fees as undergraduates, would pay $1,075 under the
proposal.
In fall 1992, 22,940 undergraduates were enrolled at SJSt
along with 6,686 graduate snide’ Ls.
The proposed increase is part
of a CSU plan to get students
paying one-third of their educational costs. If approved by the
State Legislature, it will be the
fifth straight year fees have risen.
For Lisa Baer, fee hikes might
mean postponing work on her
master’s degree in human perfonnance.
it would probably cause me
to put off getting my degree for
a year," she said. "I’m not eligible for financial aid and I’m
already working full time to

finance my education."
Baer, who plans to go into
research after earning her master’s, said higher fees might
cause her to transfer out of state.
"That seems to be the thing
to do," she said.
George Fogel, a graduate student in social work, is concerned
that the fee increase could affect
the fees he pays as a duplicate
degree student.
Duplicate degree tuition is
$150 per unit. not to exceed
$4,500 for the academic year.
The tuition applies to all students working toward a second
baccalaureate, master’s or doctoral degree.
According to CSU Chancelspokesperson
lor’s
office
Colleen Bentley-Adler, a fee
increase would not affect the
duplicate degree tuition.
’Those students still pay campus-based fees, but not the state
university fees," she said.
Still, Fogel would like to see

more for his money.
"As a graduate student with a
master’s, I’m paying $4.500 to go
full time. It’s not pretty," he said.
"N certainly can understand
the need (for increased funding). But before you increase
cost, you need to look at where
to decrease spending. You can
sure as hell do that in a lot of
places.
"The bottom line is that if
they increase cost, we need to
see better services all around,"
Fogel said. "At some point, students are consumers. If we pay
an increase, we want to see
something for our money."
The increase won’t prevent
Fogel from continuing school,
but could prove taxing on his
already tapped savings account.
"It will be a significant financial burden," he said.
Like Fogel, graduate student
Paul Olibio plans to continue
working toward his degree,
though it might take him longer

than expected.
"Higher fees meant that I’ll
have to work more and take
fewer classes," he said. Olibio,
who has a bachelor’s degree in
music, is working on a master’s
of library science and information.
"It makes a difference if you
go full time or part time because
of the fee," he said. "I think
that’s how it’ll affect me.
"When they (the trustees)
make a decision to raise fees, it’s
hard to plan ahead," Olibio said.
"When is it going to stop? It
makes you wonder you see
some people one semester and
then you don’t see them after
the next increase."
The fact that the proposed
increase might be the fifth in
five years doesn’t surprise Olibio.
"It’s expected now," he said.
"It seems so expected now that
when you register for classes,
you know you’re going to he
paying more.
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Los Altos Tournament
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Future Site
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12345 El Monte, Los Altos
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Walk-up Registration 8:30 ani
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Harassment: Stigma keeps men silent
From page i

"Every semester, students are makes certain they haven’t been for their male students shows
one in eight. Pila said.
light, there were these down- trained to conduct presentations physically violated.
Pila said both male and
’That’s because Stanford’s a
town local men picking on and on sexual assault and date-orobviously sexually harassing a acquaintance rape prevention, female students share their real traditional college campus,"
lady who just wanted to pass and also they learn about alco- assault or harrasment stories. Pila said. "(Stanford) students
She also reassures them the live on campus, so they’re going
hol and other drugs," Pila said.
them bv.
"They were being pigs and
In addition, students learn assault isn’t their fault, and to know a lot more than we do
trying to lift up her skirt. Me and about the connection between informs them of places they here at San Jose, because most
of our students live off campus."
a buddy were walking by there, date or acquaintance rape and need to go, like the YWCA
Assault can be anything from
Since 1987, there have been
and we told those guys to cool it alcohol, Pila said. In 90 percent
or we’d punch them to hell, and of the instances of date rape, hitting, fondling, and touching 51 reported cases of sexual
harassment at SJSU. This data,
so they did lay off. But the poor someone is under the influence without consent, she said.
Li Bruce Lowe of the univer- compiled by the office of affirlady, she was so embarassed. of alcohol. 75 percent of the
Jesus. even I was embarassed for time the drunk person is the sity police department said the mative action, indicates that sexonly time officers get involved ual harassment is the most comher."
offender, she said.
Pila applies these statistics with sexual harassment is if the mon university complaint. Race
Like many SJSU students,
case violates penal code laws. and ethnic discrimination
Michael is not familiar wtih the toward college students.
university’s legal definition of
Her program involves past That is, if it becomes a criminal comes in second with 41 reported cases.
sexual harassment.
students who have taken her investigation.
Rios declined to give examIn a recent memo drafted by class and return the following
"We were involved in a couple
Lidia La Garda Rios, director of semester as volunteer speakers of sexual harassment cases this ples of some of the sexual
semester that involved both stu- harassment cases she has come
SJSU’s office of equal employ- in the workshops.
ment opportunity and affirmaThis semester, there are 20 dents and staff. 1.t. Lowe said. across. When asked to describe a
tive action, she addresses the former students running pre- "But it’s a bit too difficult to pin- case, she said it was important to
definition to all supervisory per- sentations in residence halls, point the incidents because we keep the students’ confidentiality, and opted more to discuss
sonnel.
classrooms, fraternities and don’t keep statistics."
The memo notes that sexual sororities.
Pila said it is unfortunate how complaint procedures a student,
harassment "includes such
"Because this week is alcohol most of the sexual assault cases employee or applicant may file if
behavior as sexual advances, awareness week, we have two or she has come across involves they are sexually harassed or
request for sexual favors, and three students daily doing pre- mostly females.
assaulted.
other verbal or physical conduct sentations around campus," Pila
"That’s simply because men
She said the university has no
of a sexual nature directed said.
usually don’t come forward in discrimination policy.
towards an employee, student,
"This is a big push. A lot of these situations. There’s a real
"Our office serves the entire
or applicant ...
areas on campus want alcohol stigma to that," she said.
campus," Rios said. ’That means
Harriet Pita, director of the information: they want date-rape
Pila said a national college students, staff and faculty, as well
SJSU Prevention Education Pro- information.They want the con- survey done by the University of as applicants for admission. Our
gram (PEP), runs periodic work- nection between the two."
Arizona in the late ’80s showed job is to see that all registered
shops for students who have
In several instances, students that one out of four college persons have an equal opportubeen victims of sexual assaults, a reveal their own sexual assault or women between her freshnity to participate in university
specific type of sexual harass- harassment accounts to Pila or man and senior year will be
activities and not get sexually
ment according to the Depart- other student advisers after the sexually assaulted or harassed. harassed."
ment of Fair Employment and presentations and workshops.
One out of 10 college men will
Rios said complaint forms are
Housing.
The students usually describe also be victims.
available at the affimiative action
Pila teaches a class every a vague situation when making
In a similar study, Stanford office, located in the Adminissemester called Prevention an appointment, claiming to see University found that one out of tration Building. Complaints
Strategies and Outreach in Pila for a reason other than sex- three women in its school will must be filed within 180 days of
Higher Education
ual assault and harassment. She become victims. And the figure the alleged harassment victims.
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Composite of attacker released
Spartan Dads StatnNriter

University police have released
this composite of the suspect from
Monday’s sexual assault on a dorm
resident.
Early Monday morning, an
Allen Hall resident was assaulted
by a person described as an Asian
male, 5 feet 6 inches, thin build
with medium length hair. He was

last seen wearing a pullovel jacket
with a zipper in front arid light colored pants.
Police are searching for this suspect, who may have something to
do with two other incidents:
On Saturday, Oct. 9, a man
assaulted a woman in the Seventh
Street parking garage. grabbing
her in the same way as the man
involved in Monday’s assault.

On Monday at 1:30 a.m. on
San Salvador Street, a man with
similar physical build exposed himself to someone.
While some of the descriptions
don’t match exactly, Lt. Shannon
Maloney of the university police
department said the three incidents are under investigation and
that the assaults share some similarities.
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295-4336
93 E San Carlos St
Across From McDonald’s

152-7821
1821 Sa:ctoga Ave

EXPIRES 10/31.

Corner of Saratoga &
Lawrence Express Way
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TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE
If parking’s a problem for you, let Albans show you another way.
With 21 direct bus lines to campus, we can create an individualized
program to meet your personal commuting needs.

To learn more, call

924-RIDE
You’ll be glad you did.

Al Trans
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HUGE SAVINGS
FREE Homecoming
Tickets
FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
for he First 5,000 Students
cA

1111111111_HE ALL NEW 14 CICA

fro-RP

1416#recouit, cf,afreffras

Hill your college experience!

SJSU vs Louisiana Tech

SPECIAL GRADUATION PROGRAM
FIRST TIME BUYER PROGRAM
*ZERO MONEY DOWN
LOW PAYMENT LEASE PROGRAM FOR QUALIFIED BUYERS

Tickets available at game

PERSONAUZED SERVICE FOR YOU
PLEASE ASK FOR:

NIKO CHRISOUHS

Saturdao Oct 23, 6:00pm llickoff
Tailgate Festivities 3pm

408.984.1234
(to STEVENS MIK TOY=

Food provided bu The Old Alligator Grill
Live Music bu Frank Joseph

OVER 600 NEW AND USED CARS,
TRUCKS, AND VANS

4425 STEVENS CREEK BLVD, SANTA QARA

GEORGE DICKSON

Become an Orientation Leader!
Just Some Of The Benefits;
Paid Leadership Position!
Earn Academic Credits!
Gain valuable leadership experience!
Get the "insider’s view -of SJSU
Network with University faculty & staff!
Application* Available October 8, 1993
Student Activities & Services
Deadline to turn in applications November 10, 1093
for more Information call Student Activities 6 Services Office 924-5W30
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I didn’t wake up Sunday at
7:30 a.m. just to walk 10 kilometers in the Walk For AIDS
’93.! was doing something
that every human being
should be involved with in
America, contributing to the
progress of AIDS research and
care.
More than 300,000 people
will die from AIDS by 1995 in
America, according to projections that federal health officials made public last January.
Helping raise money for AIDS
research and care could prevent anyone from being one of
those statistics. It can also help
the thousands of people with
the disease.
The balloons and banners
that filled the air with a rainbow of colors added to the
excitement of being amongst
the hundreds of people and
organizations who supported
the walk. There was more to
this day than doing a community service with an organization to which I belong.
It meant helping
the more than
242,000 reported
AIDS cases that
exist today. It
meant coming together with
hundreds of others for one
cause. It also meant 10 kilometers of walking, which came
out to about two hours of
walking with aching hips and
sore feet.
With each step I took, I
thought of what the walk
meant to me. I thought of
what my participation could
mean for others. Complaints
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ALMADEN
5027 Aknaden Exvry

266-0550
(Between Branham 8 Blossom Hal)
DWISLa

Monday Night Footbal
Happy -Hour Starts at 4p.m. ends
when the game ends.
Different Keepsake Glasses every Mcoday
Next Monday: Fosters
A give-away of two free tickets
before every Home Game.

E4 7
BMW
8:30 General Knowledge Quiz w/pizes
Played individually and in Group Teams
Great crowd
T LIR9DA 7: 10/21 -Go Man Go
U0.23C47:
!0/22-.1im Funk
10/23-Cast Of Shadows
Morning
LIVE SOCCER at 7:30a.m.
$12 Cover Charge
Includes Breakfast
Karaoke w/ The Karaoke Kids
4W1
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Qoasting Co.
I Campbell Coffee
Prewnts
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MONIQUE SCHOENFELD
SIIONA HARDEE
WRITERS:
SEAN COOPER
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SHARI KAPLAN
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KYLE PRESTON lit:CISTEII
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about making it a few more
kilometers was constantly on
my mind throughout the walk.
I had to remind myself that
making it a few more kilometers didn’t compare to those
who are struggling to make it
a few more days in their life.
The walk gave me a chance
to do something more than
saying "I’m using a condom to
help AIDS
prevention."
The walk
allowed me
\\It.: go out

and get sponsors to raise
money for the overall AIDS
epidemic.
I didn’t mind walking along
with gays, lesbians, and people of different races, because
AIDS is bigger than that. AIDS
is a human thing. Whether
you’re a certain race, gender,
or group, AIDS will take you
out!
Speaking with people I

didn’t know was not a problem either. I spoke to people
that I’d never smile at on any
given day. But on this day
everything seemed all right.
The whole day was cool
because we all had something
in common. We all came out to
give our support the progress
of AIDS research and care.
Reaching the end of the
walk was a great accomplishment. Listening to the band
play as I completed the last
kilometer made me forget
about the pain in my hips and
feet. After collapsing on the
ground and pigging out on the
refreshments, I thought
about the great deed I
had done for the day.
AIDS is serious and everyone needs to
realize it.
By 1995,
55,000 to 75,000
women and
165,000 to
.4,5,000 men
will have
AIDS,
according to
the chief of
AIDS surveillance for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
There’s more than 25,000
women and 212,000 men who
now have AIDS.
The numbers show the current cases doubling by 1995.
Hopefully, efforts like the walk
for AIDS will help stun the
increasing numbers.
Bryan Cotton
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Celctration

he made in the director’s chair.
a piece of his
John Cusack plays a chronic
bounty. A guy
insomniac who sets out on a
charges him hundreds of dollars for Ulysses-type journey. After a
night of revelry with a group of
a pizza, another
dope-smoking radicals, he
extorts hundreds
for cheesy jewelry
finds himself hung over, robbed
of his money and a gradually
he ordered from
the TV and the
declining sanity.
Bartel’s break was with his
desk clerk screws
black comedy "Eating Raoul,"
him a hundred
where he and his wife operate a
dollars for a light
swinging service in Hollywood,
bulb in his room.
kill the guys, sell their cars and
Pricilla the
then sell their bodies to Raoul
hooker (Lisa
Bonet) gives Billy a for taco meat.
Bartel’s "Death Race 2000,"
temporary parstarring Sylvester Stallone and
adise, which soon
Robert Carradine, and "Not For
crumbles when
Publication" are rare films not
he’s busted by the
Publaty
available on video. Bartel’s latgoofy cops (Forest
Bruce Dinsmore stars as sensitive guy
est film "Shelf Life," examines
Whitaker and
Jimmy in the American premiere of John
the effect TV has on us.
Judge Reinhold).
Hamilton’s "Myth of the Male Orgasm."
With his heavy-hitter film
Stewart Copeland’s
in five days, the Cinequest
score propels the film into over- "One False Move," Franklin
Film Festival will show 29 feagained almost instant recognidrive.
tion. Cinequest pays tribute to
A panel of filmmakers will
ture films and five series of
Franklin with the screenings of
shorts from filmmakers around be on hand during this year’s
festival for a seminar on maver- "One False Move," "Punk" and
the globe.
"Lark Avenue," a praised HBO
In his first feature film,
ick filmmaking. Paul Bartel,
mini-series.
Carl Franklin, Iry Kirshner and
Canadian writer/director John
Cinequest closes with
Peter McCarthy
Hamilton explores the misconwill
the "Summer House,"
ceptions that men have about
the story of a halfwomen and vice versa in
cracked gypsy who has
"The Myth of the Male
plans to disrupt a young girk
Orgasm." Jimmy. (Bruce
discuss pursuDinsmore) volunteers
marriage to a less than charming the artistic vision, the coming guy.
for an experiment and
mercial pressures in the film
finds himself in the spotIon Solomon
industry, "is it worth it?" and
light as he’s a interrogated by a
other topics.
shrewd "feminist." With each
McCarthy, who produced
session of interrogation, "Jane
Cinequest IV runs through
"Repo Man" and co-produced
Doe," (Miranda De Pencier) as
the
weekend. See page 12 for
"Sid and Nancy," debuts
Jimmy calls her, new light is
the
full
schedule offilms and
"Floundering," his first feature
shed on Jimmy. She fires questicket information.
tions at him concerning values
and attitudes men have toward
women. He shoots back with
logical, almost sensible remarks
that make him appear a sensitive guy unlike the "rapist
pigs" she thinks all men are.
In "Bank Robber," Billy
(Patrick Dempsey) wants a little Utopia for himself and his
voluptuous girlfriend. So he
robs a bank. He shoots out all
but one of the security cameras
and on the way out, his face is
captured on film.
He hides out, ironically, on
Lonely Street at the Heartbreak
Hotel, where on the same night
he checks in, he’s on the nightly
news.
Pubherty photo
Not too much later he’s
Miranda de Pencier plays the critical "feminist" in "Myth of the
hounded by people all wanting
Male Orgasm," which shows Saturday at the Camera 3.
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fa
volume is being
considered.
"All the song lyrics are
relevant in some way,"
McMordie said. "Those on ’Be
Still’ are very evocative of the
situation in Northern Ireland
though they weren’t written
specifically about it, and ’Reit
gious Persuasion’ is probably
the most relevant track."
Many of the other tunes arc
remakes of other people’s
songs. Pop Will Eat Itself contributes a harsher, faster version of Peter Gabriel’s "Games
Without Frontiers", Blur sings
Elvis Costello’s "Oliver’s

stand up, or nothing’s gonna
McMordie, formerly of the
change, ’til religion is
Belfast band Stiff Little Finrearranged..."
gers.
So sings Northern Irish
"Peace Together’ was born
musician Andy White on
"Religious Persuasion," a song of frustration," McMordie
says, reflecting upon Northern
also featuring Southern Irish
Ireland’s religious and politirocker Sinead O’Connor and
British singer Billy Bragg.
cal troubles. "Politicians have
been useless. We’re emphasizThe regional differences of
this trio are significant in their ing the humanitarian aspect,
representation of the diversity not the politics."
Growing up in war-tom
of collaborators on "Peace
Belfast made a lasting impresTogether," a benefit album
touted as one in which
sion on McMordie, causing
"British and Irish musicians
him to seek alternatives to the
focus on strength
"Politicians have been useless. We’re emphasizing
and hope in the
face of adversity." the humanitarian aspect, not the politics."
All McMordie
Released in the
"Peace Together’ cofounder
United Kingdom
increasing violence and reliin July and available domestiArmy", and Therapy? give a
gious segregation he saw as a
cally in August, the album
close rendition of The Police
was initially on the "progresboy. He finds music to be a
classic "Invisible Sun."
sive" retail music charts, but
valuable outlet.
A particularly powerful
"This initiative (Peace
did not achieve a mainstream
track is Fatima Mansions’s
breakthrough. According to
Together) gives people a voice performance of Sandy
Island Records representative
through music," he says. "This Denny’s "John the Gun,"
Leland McNeelywho calls
is people power."
whose anti-war lyrics prothe album "a brilliant proThe musical community
claim, "so throw away your
ject...totally relevant now"it
expressed a great deal of inter- guns of steel/death comes too
mainly received airplay on
est in Hamilton and
soon for all/your master He
college radio.
McMordie’s endeavor, with
may need you soon/And you
The project actually began
many bands eager to conmust heed his call."
on St. Patrick’s Day of 1992,
tribute. Due to a tight time
McMordie stressed the fad
co-founded by Robert Hamilschedule and not enough
that "children are the ultima
ton of the Dublin band The Fat room on the album, some
Lady Sings, and Ali
were not included. A second
(see Peace, page 12)
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Robert Plant has lost it and
Jimmy Page is writing music
with a bad imitation of his former bandmate. But, the rock
audience holds each man dear
to their hearts and bows at the
altar of the late, great Led Zeppelin.
Punk rock, however, has a
nasty habit of devouring its
own. Seminal D.C. Jah-punks
Bad Brains have the new breed
nipping at their heels.
Back in the late-’70s, the first
rumblings of punk began resonating through the states.
Four rasta guys from our
nation’s capital took the
aggression of the Sex Pistols
and mixed in the ambiance of
reggae to create a contradiction
to punk’s nihilistic outlook.
Sixteen years and numerous
albums later, Bad Brains have
acquired a new singer and
released their most forgettable
record to date.
Unfortunately, the new
album, "Rise," has seen the
group move to a major label
and a feeble attempt at a
sound they helped to create. In
their heyday, the fusion of
punk and reggae was new and
fresh. However, as other musicians caught onto this vibe,
Bad Brains failed to evolve to
remain at the forefront of the
genre. They just got cleaner
and slicker.
On "Rise," standard funkmetal riffs and generic reggae
beats bring the band down. - Musically, "Rise" is listenable
and well produced in the same
way the new Fishbone album
is. In fact, on the shelves of the
alternative masses’ music collection, the two discs probably
sit side by side. "Rise" is a
good album, just not a good
Bad Brains album.
Paul Wotel

There’s probably a jazz
encyclopedia somewhere that
says cool jazz was born in the
early ’50s with the help of
Dizzy Gillespie.
More than four decades
later the term "cool" has a
whole new meaning, at least
according to "Rebirth of Cool,"
a collection of jazzy, soul, hiphop and rap tunes.
Aiming for the same vein as
Guru’s "Jazzmatazz" or the
Brand New Heavies "Heavy
Rhyme Experience Vol. L"
"Rebirth of Cool" almost
punctures the skin of grooviness. Some of the tucks on
"Cool" groove and jive with
organs and vibes, but some of
them don’t quite survive.
The Jazz Warriors do a slick
translation of Herbie Hancock’s funk jazz classic
"Chameleon" complete with
vocals, but don’t necessarily
do the piece justice. Straight
out of the London Underground comes the Subterraneans with their slow vibe
accented grooves on "Taurus
Woman." On "Bad Brother"
guitarist Ronny Jordan lays
Wes Montgomery riffs over a
hip-hop palpitations.
Outlaw’s "Kickin’ Jazz"
does anything but that.
Instead, the band samples sax
lines of Pharoah Sanders and
tosses in cheesy piano riffs.
Stereo MC’s bust out the Latin
flavored hip-hop instrumental
zfauar,f-aii-skleiroza-their
single "Connected." French
rapper MC Solaar, who gained
recognition from his collaboration on "Jazzmatazz," coats his
track "Caroline" with icy raps.
If this stuff is supposed to be
cool, you might want to check
the freezer instead. Better yet,
if you want real cool, bust out
some Miles or Dizzy and find
out what cool is all about.
Jon Solomon
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Outside, maybe, of Mr.
Bungle’s brilliant 1991 debut,
13arlunarket’s "Vegas Throat"
has to be the hands-down
sleeper masterpiece of an otherwise notably uneventful
year. Which is why I was so
surprised to see the album
showing up in the dollar bins
of all the used record shops in
town. "Throat" was a baseball
bat to the kneecaps; a noisy
barrage of confused, sludgesoaked paranoia wrapped in
the tasty veneer of guitaristvocalist David Sardy’s unrelenting vocal comedy show.
All of seven people (and
not a few of them Barkmarket
roadies) showed up to see ’em
live in Berkeley last year, and
all I can figure is people just
didn’t get it.
Well, with the New York
trio’s second (no longer Del)
American release "Gimmick,"
if you don’t get it, you simply
can’t be helped. "Ginunick" is
peak Barkmarket.
As with past efforts, the key
to Barkmarket is songwriting,
and "Gimmick" achieves the
perfect pairing of Sardy’s
frightening/amusing vocal
and musical strafings with
bassist John Nowlin’s Big
Blackean chug and drummer
(no lie) Rock Savage’s sparse
delivery.
Another wordsrfor you
long-time fans (all two of you),
not much new here, which
should be encouraging. And
for those of you who still think
Barkmarket is some kind of
open-air herbal tea tent party,
don’t be mistakenbuy this
album and find out what happens when music, paranoid
schizophrenia, humor, and
brutal, violent fear combine in
three individuals who
approach the art of noise from
the functional side of things.

Yeah, I know, Fudge Tunnel. Sounds like some moronic
attempt at descriptive
metaphoricity; a punchline to
the foul-mouthed jokes we
used to tell when we were
freshmen in high school. Well,
check your gastrointestinal
queasiness at the door, because
from the first abrasive riff of
the Nottingham trio’s latest
Earache release, "Creep
Diets,"all that ceases to makeany difference.
Earache bands, of course,
are famous for their particularly, ahem, innovative vocal style.
Record reviews often turn into
sparring sessions between
Sesame Street references and
endless synonyms for the
word "heavy."
But for all their grunting
and bellowing, none of them
can compare to the vocal grit
of Fudge Tunnel’s Alex Newport, who’s verbal approximation of industrial-grade sandpaper puts even the finest
pitch shifters to shame.
"Creep Diets," the followup to 1991’s "Hate Songs in F.
Minor," is a monstrous
improvement over that somewhat spotty album. Whereas
"Hate Songs" tried desperately
to situate itself somewhere
between Black Sabbath and
Prong, "Creep Diets" starts
fresh, and as a result is a much
more focussed, effective effort.
Don’t get me wrong, Fudge
Tunnel is as nasty and ugly as
ever, they just do a better job of
it. Songs like "Grey" and
"Good Kicking" remind of
what a thousand punk/hardcore/metal/noise/etc. bands
could sound like if only they
stopped paying so much attention to gruesome cover art,
double bass speed and Scott
Burns.

Sean Cooper

Sean Cooper
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The Pacific Edge in Santa Cruz has over 13,000
square feet of climbing terrain and since its opening
on August 31, 1993 it has reached 389 members.
Individual membership begins with a start up fee of
$50 and monthly fees are $35. Climbers can also
purchase day passes for $10 each.

Casey Hutchinson,
left, and Ray Bramson learn how to
belay a rock climber
in a beginning class.
This was their first
experience climbing. "It’s fun and it’s
awesome,"said
Hutchinson.
The
Pacific Edge has
after school climbing
programs for kids
12 and over.
61) October 21, 1993 0
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The whole scene looks like
something out of a Salvador
Dab painting: walls lean at
obtuse angles, bodies dangle
from ropes attached to the
ceiling and lithe human figures hang precariously from
ear-shaped rocks.
Welcome to one of the latest
incarnations of the sports/fitness craze: indoor wall climbing. And the newest local spot
for it is in Santa Cruz at the
Pacific Edge.
Located just off Seabright
Avenue near the harbor, Pacific Edge offers over 13,000
square feet of climbing space
including a 49-foot vertical
face to test your climbing ability.
Owners Michael Harrington and Tom Davis have close
to 40 years of climbing experience between them. Davis
credits Harrington with the
idea of opening up their own
climbing gym.
"We had both heard about
other gyms like this one,"
Davis says "but it was
Michael’s idea to build one
here.
"Michael had always
played around building structures in our back yard. He
convinced me about 18
months ago to give it a try,"
he continues.
Davis says the catalyst for
building the gym came when
they found the right place to
put it. It is located in an old,
tin roofed fish packing house
with fiberglass sky lights and
concrete walls. The ceiling
slopes upward from the
entrance to accommodate the
climbing face. The center of
the room is dominated by a
single concrete monolith used
for bouldering, a type of low
altitude climbing that doesn’t
require ropes.
Although Pacific Edge has
been open only six weeks, it
has over 400 regular members
that come in to scale its concrete cliffs.

John Tuttle, a climber for 15
years, says the gym was good
for someone with a regular 9to-5 job.
"This is ideal," Tuttle says.
"You can climb at night and
during the week." He says he
climbs at least three days a
week for four hours.
While he recognizes about
75 percent of the people at
Pacific Edge as regular
climbers, Tuttle still expects
some people might not come
back.
"It’s like any other fitness
thing, you’ll get your flashes
in the pan," Tuttle says. He
cites muscle over-use injuries
such at tendonitis, as reasons
why even seasoned pros
might drop out of the sport.
Davis says the gym is suited for any level of climber.
"We have the terrain to set up
any degree of difficulty we
want," he says. The degree
ranges from 5.3 to 5.13, with
5.3 being the least challenging.
Pacific Edge offers beginners courses for novice
human-fly wannabes. Basic
safety classes are offered up to
seven times a week but most
of the training can be completed in the first class, he says.
So, if your sick of feeling
like a yo-yo at the end of your
bungee cord and your ready
to climb the walls, try out a
real one at the Pacific Edge.
Kyle Preston Register
Membership rates vary
from a $12 day pass to $100
for the whole family. Equipment for climbing, including
shoes and harnesses can be
rented there for $6.
Besides climbing the walls,
climbers can get sandwiches,
pastries and coffee from The
Gravity Cafe located inside
the gym. Bugaboo Sports, a
hiking and climbing specialty
store, has a small outlet in the
gym also.

7777 ,r71

Jan Hargett gets , -ady

Kyle Preston Register draw in the lead .rea wl

possible routes. H irget1 I

"This is ideal, you can climb at night and
during the week."
11)11t1 Tuttle
( limber

The climbers in the gym only need to be able to tie a
figure eight follow through knot to scale the wall.
Many climbers say climbing two to three times a
week is a great workout.

lets ready to clip into a quick3ad ,irea which has up to 15
)s. Hargett has been climbing

for six years. Many climbers like the gym
because they don’t have to drive long distances to climb at outdoor locations.

The climbing difficulty varies from 5.4 to 5.13 depending on the
size of the holds and the angle of the walls.
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It sounds like ska, but she
swears it’s not.
Dance Hall Crashers vocalist
and manager Elyse Rogers contests the band plays alternative
rock.
Granted, the band that started out in 1989 subscribed to the
ska aesthetic. Now, Rogers
says, the members are probing
into new musical horizons. The
band’s recent release, "DHC
1989-1992," includes syncopated rhythm and rock sounds.
"Elvis Costello and Dingo
Boingo have a couple of ska
songs, but that doesn’t make
them ska," Rogers says. "Our
new- material has ska beats, but
the traditional ska scene
doesn’t go to our shows. We
attract more of a skate crowd."
According to Rogers, the
band is distinguished from ska
by its "crunchy guitars." In real
ska bands, she says, the horn
section is the main focus. DHC
have only one saxophone player, who plays a more reserved
role in the band’s music.
Guitarist Jason Hammon
says, "We are definitely still
influenced by ska, but we’re
trying to do more and different
things to it. I’m really into punk
rock, so we’re just doing a
hybrid of things.
"Regardless of what kind of
music we’re playing, I hope
people enjoy themselves."
Today, SJSU students can
check the band out for themselves in the Student Union
Amphitheater at noon.

"We’re playing for free,
other activities outside the
which we haven’t done for
band, Rogers says.
"We all have a lot of different
years and we’re excited,"
things that we are doing,"
Rogers says. "We picked to
Rogers says. "It all works really
play at SJSU because we wantwell."
ed people who have never
Rogers, for example, also
heard of ska, never heard of us
manages a ska band Hepcat.
to come and see us.
"I think it’s more fun to
Hammon is studying at Hastwatch than a regular ska band," ings law school in San Francisshe says.
co, a special extension of the
The band members mix rock, UC system.
punk, reggae, funk and, of
DHC come together and
course, ska for their final
play shows in spurts, Rogers
says. They just finished doing
sound. They have ties to band
Operation Ivy and are influtheir first national tour in
enced by the Cadillac Tramps
August. A European, Canadian
(see etc. Sept. 23), Mary’s Danand second U.S. tour are being
ish, Beastie Boys, Lenny
planned for the summer of
-Kravitz and MC Hammer.
, 1994,
With all the styles of music
Between spending-fune on
and artists DHC admire, it is
the road and their other extraeasy for them to come up with
neous activities, DHC play just
musical ideas, Rogers says. The one gig at a time, Rogers says.
way everything comes together
"It depends on the month,"
on record is as interesting as the she says. At one point in time
music itself.
(1991-92), the band members
"We’re a band by correspontook a year-and-a-half break
dence," Rogers says.
from touring.
She lives in Los Angeles and
After performing at SJSU,
sends her recorded vocals to
DHC will will play a night
the other band members in
show with No Doubt at Slim’s,
Berkeley. After receiving the
one of their all-time favorite
materials in the mail, the other
venues.
vocalist, Karina Schwarz can
At the shows, Rogers says,
coordinate her singing with the the band will play its old tunes
tape.
and the new revolutionary
The long distance practice
material. Once the performers
sessions are no problem, Rogers are onstage, it is up to the
says. She returned to her home- audience to decide whether it’s
town in Los Angeles four
ska or not.
months ago. The distance
seems insignificant because the
Kira Rattnansky
members are involved with
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Three SJSU students
Put their POP culture
prowess to the test
What was the title of the
first Jimi Hedrix album? What
year was the Beatles’ hit, "Love
Me Do," released? To find out
the answers, one might want to
ask SJSU senior Dawn
Reichelderfer.
Reichelderfer was walking
by the student union when she
saw samples of Haagen-Dazs
ice cream being handed out.
Next to the ice cream was a
table featuring Rolling Stone
magazine. She filled out a
music questionnaire that was
handed to her about rock and
roll trivia and turned it in.
The next thing she knew, she
was told that she had won a
contest and will represent SJSU
in the first annual Rolling Stone
Rock & Roll Bowl. Reichelderfer had the highest score out of
200 students.
"I was kind of surprised,"
Reichelderfer says. "I had never
heard of it before and I came
about the contest by accident."
According to Evelyn Cooper
of U.S. Concepts, Rolling Stone
came up with the nationwide
event to promote their magazine and targeting college students was their goal. U.S. Concepts helped Rolling Stone
organize the contest.
"Rolling Stone wanted to
raise awareness of their magazine," says Cooper.
"Since they (Rolling Stone)
are one of our clients, we are
executing the tour on their
behalf," says marketing manager Jami Kelmenson. Also,
Rolling Stone wanted to get
their name into the public eye.
Reichelderfer has to choose
two other teammates from
SJSU and travel to Berkeley
tonight. The three students will
have their musical intelligence
challenged in a qualifying 25question round in a regional
face-off against the three member teams of California State
University, Berkeley and Stanford University. During the
event, the teams race against
the clock Jeopardy-style, trying
to answer the most questions as
possible.

Give rne--\
cultural
sellouts
fora
thousand.
Alex.

A large culture hog
gorging itself on
our aPPetite for
insipid. glitzy
advertisements,
gratuitous eyecandy and literary
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2 for 1 Specials!
Now when you buy a
meal you can get
one free of equal or lesser value.

watteA
501 , Oia-b,afiv‘.
Coupon is not valid on
holidays or with other special offers.
Expires 12/1/93
Shona Beroll-otc
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Dawn Reicheldeerfer will be representing SJSU in a Jeopardy.
type game sponsored by Rolling Stone magazine.
"It’s a live game show," Kelregion. The other regions
menson says. ’’There are three
include Boston, Chicago, Clevepodiums, one for each team.
land, Dallas, Kentucky, Los
The contestants are asked ques- Angeles, New York, Philadeltions testing their knowledge
phia and Washington D.C.
on music. The questions are
The top three teams across
worth either 10,
the country
"I have music trivia will advance
20 or 30 points
depending on
to the semibooks and I’m
the difficulty of
final round
always listening to
the question."
held at the
A liberal
the radio. I just love University of
studies major,
Southern Calmusic."
Reichelderfer
ifornia in Febhas had a backDawn Reichelderfer ruary. The
ground of music
SJSU senior and
two teams
Rock & Roll Bowl contestant
with highest
for some time
and she even
score in the
subscribes to Rolling Stone. The semi-finals will face off during
questions seemed a little on the spring break in Daytona, Florida, hosted by MTV’s Mario
easy side, Reichelderfer says.
Joyner.
"They asked a couple of
Each member of the winning
questions on the Beatles and
since my mother was a big Bea- team will receive a 1994 Ford
Mustang, an AIWA Mini-Systles fan, they were rather easy
tem and a year’s supply of
to answer," she says.
Haagen-Dazs ice cream while
"I go to concerts all the
the runners-up win an AIWA
time," says Reichelderfer, who
portable CD player.
works at the Shoreline
Although the competition is
Amphitheatre. "I read a lot of
in its early stages, the organizbooks. I have music trivia
ers feel it has been successful
books and I’m always listening
from the start.
to the radio. I just love music."
"So far it’s been a lot of fun,"
Ford Division, AIWA AmeriKelmenson says. "The kids
2
ca, MBNA America Bank and
have been getting involved and 2
Haagen-Dazs ice cream spon0
have been excited about it. We
sor this nationwide contest
0
hope to do it again next year."
between 30 universities. There
are 10 regions with three
Gabe Leon a
schools from each region. SJSU,
2
CSU Berkeley and Stanford
represent the San Francisco
15
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iOk, so normally I don’t
do reviews. I don’t like
reviews. I think they’re basically worthless and masturbatory. I mean, who wants to
read some overzealous
wordsmith’s opinion of a
show or a band or (gulp!)
even a record? Where are
your credentials? No one has
the right to tell me what to
think until they’ve established that you’re worthy of
dominating me. And don’t
even give me that crap about
critical methodology and
cultural context. When’s the
last time you fist-banged at a
concert, Mr. Journalist?
That said, I’d to clear my
throat of some particularly
interesting performances
I’ve attended in the past
couple of days. My credentials are extensive, but my
space is limited, so you’ll
Just have to trust me on this
one.
Former Art Ensemble of
Chicago members Roscoe
Mitchell and Malachi Favors
put on a noodle-spinning
display of virtuoso improvisation at Kuumbwa Jazz
Center Monday night.
Mitchell, a master of circular
breathing, once perplexed a
jazz festival audience by
playing a single note for half
an hour in one breath, altering only the volume and
direction, and completing an
exhaustive physiology of the
nature of tone. Mitchell and
bassist Favors played expertly off each other at Kuumbwa, occasionally drifting off
into, as Lord Buckley put it,
the waygoneosphere, but more
often weaving insane flurries of notes, softly worded
monologues and playful
breathing exercises together
into a dizzying but exciting
two hours of music.
Kuumbwa, of course, isn’t
your standard jazz club (no
smoking, please) and the
show was sponsored by
Odwalla (Santa Cruz for
you) but all that’s easy to
ignore when the sound is so
clear and the musicians are
of the caliber Kuumbwa consistently hosts.
A venue, however, that
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A CULTURAL JOURNEY
In some cases, art involves a
journey, be it of the mind or
body. The artist can chronicle a
series of events or simply freeze
a moment for eternity. His or
her journey can be a private
one that is shared with the
viewer. The Euphrat
Museum of Art features three
Bay Area artists and their
works in the exhibit aptly
titled, "Public and Private Journeys." David lzu’s work invites
the viewer into a place where
the passers-by rarely tread: San
Francisco’s bus shelters. It
is here where Izu finds
the foundation for his
work as well as the city
in which he resides.
Ceramist Jung Ran Kim
work’s are introspective
images of how she relates to the
society to which immigrated to
in 1982. Life-size sculptures and
a 6-foot tower depict her struggle to associate with an unfamiliar culture. Catholic schooling in Hong Kong juxtaposed
with the California aesthetic
manifests the installations by
artist Rene Yung. In her work,
the color red (considered an
auspicious color in Chinese culture) plays a significant role in
her work and in her strive to
involve the viewer. The three
artists’ journeys through interpretations of the culture surrounding them will be on display through December 2.
Euphrat Museum of Art, De Anza
College, Cupertino, admission is
free, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., 408/8648836.
THE BLUES IN 88 KEYS
lwelve bars of ebony and ivory
can invoke that "kinda blue"
feeling if the tinkering is from
the fingers of South Bay bluesmen the Duke Jethro Band.
Winner of last year’s Best
Keys/Organ award at the
South Bay Blues Awards, the

band will be performing at the
Pavilion to keep blues enthusiasts salivating in anticipation of
this year’s awards in November. Pizza by the slice and
piano by the Duke may prove
to be a tantalizing combination.
If not, then throw in a little guitar pyrotechnics by local axeman Sammy Varela and that
should do the trick. The Pavilion is hardly the pool table and
smoke haze atmosphere typical
of blues joints, but hey, the
artists are willing to bend and
slide to accommodate the location. The Pavilion, 150 S. First
St., admission is free, 5 to 7 p.m.,
408/286-2076.

SHOVELING ON THE PRAISE
OK, OK, just one more time
and I swear I will shut up. No,
I’m not getting any kickbacks
or even free tickets. Shovelhead
rocks, plain and simple. Bassist
Steve Caballero earned the
respect of underground music
aficionados and skaters with
his stint in The Faction and
Odd Man Out. The punk feel is
more of an underlying current
in Shovelhead’s sound while
John Haugh’s guitar blares out
riffs in a more metallic vain.
They are a cornerstone of the
SOFA scene and are proud of it.
Finally, a band emerges right
from Downtown that warrants
all the praise heaped upon it.
This is my last attempt to persuade anyone who missed their
headlining spot at the SOFA
Street Fair (you’re welcome,
guys) to trek on down to FIX
see the Shovelhead guys, Vans
and all. Oh yeah, their cover of
a cover, "Breadfan" (Metallica,
Budgie respectively), is in full
fist-banging form. FIX the Club,
400 S. First St., $5, 9 p.m.,
408/971-3882.

FRI2

DAY

CONQUERING HEAVEN
While conventional proponents
of war are bent on conquering
the territory of their foe to
achieve triumph, would it not
be better to capture the stronghold of each side’s ultimate justification for destruction? In
Nancy Hersage’s "Shooting
Stars at the Planetarium," two
warring factions strive to control Heaven. Set in a small
country ruled by martial law,
the Generals and the Displonados battle for the astral location, the former to unify the
country and the latter
to save Heaven for the
poor. Caught in the
middle of the guerrilla
revolt are the Church,
the country’s intellectuals and the innocent.
Directors Kevin Kennedy and
Cynthia Strudwick bring the
drama to the stage against a
backdrop of stars. The fight for
heaven runs through November 6. Planetarium at the Rosicrucian Park, corner of Park and
Naglee Avenues, general $12, students and seniors $8.50, 7:30 p.m.,
510/792-9792.
DISPELLING GENDER BIAS
The artistic musings of AsianAmerican women has been virtually overlooked. The gender
and cultural background of six
artists are reflected in work that
lends itself to an Eastern perspective while being exhibited
through a more Western-European artistic technique. no
Wong creates an installation
composed of various thread
ingredients. The "Love Seat," a
couch made entirely of dime
store romance novels is Thet
Shein Win’s contribution while
Valerie Soe’s preoccupation
with food and its culture-maintaining significance manifests
itself in a video sculpture.
Ceramic busts burst open the
cultural diversity of Wynne
Hayakawa. Diane Tani exam-

ines domestic violence while
Hung Lui’s work offers an evaluating look at Chinese images.
SJSU graduate Terry Acebo
Davis brings the autobiographical works together from the six
California artists through October 29. Gallery 1, art building,
admission is free, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
408/924-4327.
THE MAJESTY OF VOICE
How many of us had to sing in
the school choir when we were
kids? Come on, raise your
hands. Most of us fidgeted with
our hands, stared blankly at
nothing in particular and left
for recess without a thought to
what we were just doing. Now
older and
wiser (or
maybe just
older),
choir
music
invokes emotions far beyond the anticipation of the school bell. The
majesty of human voices resonating through a hall or
church is overwhelming.
Founded four years ago, Magnificat is an organization which
promotes choirs and their performances. Opening its concert
season will be Purcell’s Masque
for Shakespeare’s "I-mon of
Athens." Le Petit Trianon, 72 N.
Fifth St., call for ticket prices, 8
p.m., 415/979-4500.
NITRATE RE-REVISITED
The great domed monoliths
that stand ominously overlooking Interstate 280 are testament
to the fact that San Jose loves
the movies. To the north of the
infamous Century Theatres, a
quiet celebration of the medium is happening. The Stanford
Theatre will feature "Black Narcissus" for one show only. The
film is in its original nitrate
Technicolor print, a format that
has seen the demise of many
pre-1950 films. Because of its
chemical properties, nitrate film
eventually deteriorates and the
film is lost forever. Acclaimed
for its breathtaking visual qualities, "Black Narcissus" at the
Stanford Theatre is as it was in
1947: clear sharp, images and

gorgeous, unfaded color. The
remaining film in the nitrate
series will be "The Third Man"
on Oct. 9. The Stanford Theatre,
300 Second St., Los Altos, general
$6, senior $4, 7:30 p.m., 415/9487921.

SATUR

surround the main character’s
diagnosis and how it affects her
life’s circle of friends and family. The play’s intent is to invoke
emotion in the audience, perhaps opening a dialogue for
change. West Valley College The
atre, 14000 Fruit vale Ave., Sarah)
ga, $5, 8 p.m., 408/741-2058.

DAY

BEER AND BARTERING
It seems that all too many people are turning their knack for
fermenting hops and barley in
a lucrative business venture.
Microbreweries are sprouting
up faster that you can say
"leapin’ libations." We have
had the standard beer and ball
playing at every sports bar in
town. We have had beer and
boisterous guffaws at the San
Pedro Square Brew Ha Ha.
Now, you can get completely
tooled and rummage through
second-hand stuff.
,
That’s right, the
San Jose Flea Market hosts a microbrew tasting extravaganza complete
with arts and crafts
and live music (as if
those haven’t
become a mainstay
at these events). The two-day
beerfest is sponsored by Miller
Genuine Draft (what?!) and
admission is free. San lose Flea
Market, 1590 Berryessa Rd., parking $3,10 a tn. to 5 p.m., 408/4296511.

DEALING WITH THE NEWS
AIDS is a disease that dominates the lives of the non-infected as well as the infected.
While the life of an HIV-positive individual can be thrown
into turmoil, the lives of family
and friends are taken along in
the whirlwind of doubt, denial
and fear. Most peers are sympathetic to the circumstances but
often they are not, especially
when the person infected is in
high school. The stinging
words and fearful glances of
fellow students can isolate an
HIV-positive young man or
woman to the point where he
or she withdraws from life in
general. Rachel LePell’s "Time
Dance" depicts a young
woman coming to grips with
the fact she is H1V-positive. The
play does not profess to teach
or preach but rather confront
the feelings and prejudices that

PHOTOGRAPHING HERITAGE
Shutterhugs from our southern
neighbor make their national
premiere at the San Jose Museum of Art, kicking off a 10-city
tour through Christmas. Photography has changed the perception of our environment and
the people within it. Since its
invention in the early part of
this century, photographs have
become a facet of Mexican art.
"A Shadow Born of Earth: New
Photography in Mexico" incorporates 77 works from 16 photographers dealing in the realm
of social awareness. From the
ancient traditions of the indigenous populations to the colonial influences of Spain, the art
is as reflective of Mexican heritage as it is universal in its
expression. The artists, most of
which are under 40-years-old,
were selected by independent
curator Elizabeth Ferrer for
their black and white perceptions unique to their generation. San lose Museum of Art, 110
S. Market St., general $2, students
and seniors $1,10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
408/294-2787.
BEHIND THE DANCES
Dance has been a facet of
human expression even before
formal written language. From
the ancient religious rituals to
the modern social rituals, shaking the proverbial bootie fascinates both dancer and audience. A certain artistic genius is
at work behind the scenes to
bring the movements into sync
Budding choreographers bring
their body works to SJSU during "Danceworks." The event
gives Bay Area choreographers
a cost-free environment to
bring their ideas to the floor.
Presented by the theatre arts
department, "Danceworks"
gives the South Bay audience a
peek at the emerging styles of
dance. SPX 219, general $7, students and seniors $5, 8 p.m.,
408/924-5041.
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refuses to be ignored in the
idiosyncrasy department is
San Francisco’s hated
Warfield Theater. The
Warfield could be described
as the internment camp of
venues. In between hopeless
attempts to untangle the garbled mess of one of the
worst acoustical spaces in
San Francisco and the
annoying disposition of the
Theater’s typical clientele,
what probably sticks in your
mind most about the
Warfield is the robotic drone
of its flashlight battalion:
"Behind the line please.
Behind the line please, our
waitresses need to get
through." Behind the line? I
just paid $20 to see a show
that cost me five a year
before at Gihnan, and you
expect "behind the line."
Can you say profit motive? I
knew you could.
Anyway, the occasion was
the Smashing Pumpkins
show on Tuesday night (one
of the very few bands I
would brave the stress of the
Warfield for), and if you
weren’t there, I really, really
feel sorry for you. If you had
any doubt that something
positive could come of the
whole indie epidemic, let
your skepticism go; the
Smashing Pumpkins were
simply the best live experience I’ve had in years. Period. I’m only sorry I had to
waste it on the Warfield. As
guitarist/vocalist Billy Corgan repeatedly announced,
we all have rock power! And
yes, I fist-banged that one.

Weekend Packages
-RenoTwo nights
Starting at $99.
-Las VegasTwo nights

Starting at $105
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Starting at $349.
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(Peace, cont’d. from page 4)
victims" of this continued religious and political discord.
Accordingly, profits from
album sales will be used to create awareness and mutual
understanding, mainly through
various cross-conununity programs to benefit the region’s
young people.
One such program "Peace
Together" supports is the
Northern Irish Children’s Holiday Schemes (NICHS). This
program, McMordie explains,
takes groups of Protestant and

Catholic children on trips with
a friendly, neutral atmosphere
that focuses on them as individuals.
"If this stops even one person from joining a paramilitary
organization, it’s successful,"
McMordie says, expressing
concern over the lack of positive role models for many of
Northern Ireland’s children.
Some of these same children
may even lack parents, who are
sometimes caught in the crossfire.
"Here’s a statistic for you,"
McMordie says. "In the first

500 Moosehead Drafts
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1505 S Winchester 13:va
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CHINESE CUISINE- FOOD TO GO
Ae
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
()Pt. ’s DAILY
*Lunch & Dinner
II 30-9 00 P M.
’Catering Available
294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3r1 & 4th Streets

We buy, sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes. CD’S, and Video Discs.

two weeks of September alone,
22 kids in Belfast were
deprived of a parent."
He is quick to point out
"don’t believe everything you
read." The situation is often
more complex than may be
apparent. He is also quick to
mention that there is a side to
his native Northern Ireland that
is not often portrayed.
"It’s a beautiful country," he
says. "And the people can be
the warmest in the world."
Shari Kaplan
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Pop Will Eat Itself
"Games Without Frontiers"

Carter USM
"Peace In Our Time"

Blur
"Oliver’s Army"

Billy Bragg, Andy
White & Sinead O’Connor
"Religious Persuasion"

Therapy?
"Invisible Sun"

Young Disciples
"Bad Weather"
My Bloody Valentine
"We Have All the Time in the
World"

CINEQUEST IV
SCREENING SCHEDULE

den" - directed by Victor Ginsburg. (Restless and English with
English subtitles).

TODAY

9:45 pm. "Child Murders" - directed by lldiko Szabo.
(Hungarian with English subtitles).

5:15 p.m. "Surname Viet,
Given Name Nam" - directed
by TrinhT. Minh-11a.
7 p.m. "Fin de Round" directed by Olegario Barrera.
(AMC 10. Milpitas).

9:45 p.m. "A Shadow of a
Doubt" - directed Aline lsserman. (French with English subtitles).

COMEDY
7:15 p.m.
FAVORITES "Lighten Up,
Camera, Action"

10 p.m. "Living Proof"
with "Dead Boys Club"

9:15 p.m. "Bank Robber"
- directed by Nick Mead (AMC
10. Milpitas).

Midnight "Begotten" directed by E. Elias hlerhige.
"Marilyn: The Final Hours" directed by Dean Bivins.

"I’ll Love You
9:30 p.m.
Forever ... Tonight"

FRIDAY
I pin. "Laurel Avenue" tribute screening.
2:15 p.m. "Sandra, C’est
La Vie" - directed by
Dominique Othenin-Girard.
(French with English subtitles).
4:30 p.m. "Repo Man" tribute screening,

4

the feAto trwi artittis inrhuit

U2 and Lou Reed
"Satellite of Love"

5:15 p.m. "Banya" - directed by Chris Schmidt. (Slavic
with English subtitles).
5:30 p.m. "Mindbenders"
- shorts that mess with your
head.
7:15 p.m. "Shelf Life" directed by Paul Bartel. (Special
appearance by Bartel with a
question and answer session and
a reception at the Fox Theater).

Rolf Harris & Liam O’Maonlai
"When We Were Two Little
Boys"
Curve & Ian Dury
"What a Waste"

Sandra C’est La Vie"
9:15 p.m. "I’m Gonna GO
U Sucka" - tribute screening.
"Luna Liens" 9:30 p.m.
directed by Ana Christina Hen(Spanish
with English
riquez.
subtitles).
11:30 p.m. "Death Race
2000"- directed by Paul Bartel.

SUNDAY

SATURDAY
10 a.m. Seminar on MavFilmmaking - with Paul
Bartel, Peter McCarthy and Carl
Franklin.

1:15 p.m. Repeat
of "Banya"

screening

1:30 p.m. "Issues of Our
Time" - series of shorts that
examine the darker corners of
America.
"Not For Publica2 p.m.
tion" - tribute screening.

erick

Noon KID’S FILM
FEAST - (Children’s Discovery
Museum).
1:30 "My Great Big
Daddy" - directed by Kjell-Ake
Andersson. (Swedish with English subtitles).
"Urban Excur4:15 p.m.
sions" - a mix of short films that
exp:ore the mysteries of life in
the city.
4:30 p.m. ’Me Myth of
the Male Orgasm" - directed by
John Hamilton.
Repeat screening
4:30 p.m.
of "My Great Big Daddy"
7 p.m. "Saviors of the Forest" - directed by Bill Day.

7:45 p.m. "Lost Cause" directed by Lawrence Silverstein.

7:15 p.m. "Floundering"
directed by Peter McCarthy.

7:45 p.m. "Restless Gar-

9 p.m. Repeat screening

of

4 p.m. "The Nun and the
Bandit" - directed by Paul Cox.
4:30 p.m.
"Short Stories" shorts that delve into relationships, which can be sometimes
hopeful, sometimes painful.
4:45 p.m. "Chickpeas" directed by Nigol Beztian.
(Armenian and English with
English subtitles).
6:45 p.m. Repeat screening
of "Mindbenders"
7 p.m.
"The Summer
House" - directed by Warts Hussein.
All screenings are at Camera 3
Cinemas, Second and San Carlos streets, unless in parentheses.
Tickets for regular screenings
arr $6.50 for adults; $5,50for
students/ seniors; $10 for seminar; $20 for closing film Feast.
For more inforntation. call (408)
995-5033.

